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Abstract.-Organoapatite, a synthetic biodegradable composite, mimics the 
microstructural and chemical properties . of endogenous osteoid tissue. 
Provided organoapatite has the requisite strength to withstand dynamic 
loading conditions in vivo, it may be ideal as an osteoconductive coating 
on hip endoprostheses. A shear-lag analysis of a single-fiber stress-transfer 
model incorporating an interphase was used to calculate minimum 
interfacial shear strength as a . function of patient weight and material 
properties and dimensions of the fiber, interphase, and matrix. The effect 
of age-related structural remodeling upon interfacial shear strength also 
was investigated. From the approximations made in this stress-transfer 
model, organoapatite will not withstand large loading conditions in vivo. 
Because actual implant geometry allows axial stress transfer to the 
surrounding osteoid tissue, the interfacial shear stresses may be much 
lower. Therefore, organoapatite may withstand large loading conditions 
in vivo. 
1. Introduction 
The technological development of biocompatible materials that may augment or replace skeletal 
structure has been advancing for over a century. As early as 1889, a natural compound of acid-
decalcified ox bone was used to repair defects caused by tumor excision (Senn 1889); typically, 
xenografts and allografts elicit an immunological response caused by the presence of antigenic proteins. 
Elimination of this antigenic response may be accomplished by using an autograft or an artificial material 
to replace skeletal tissue. Unfortunately, autograft transplants require an additional surgery and may lead 
to sepsis, stress fracture, or heterotopic bone formation (Damien and Parsons 1991). Artificial implants 
may elicit a chronic foreign-body response resulting in fibrous encapsulation of the implant if the 
material is not completely biocompatible. Fortunately, many ceramics and polymers are biocompatible. 
These materials frequently are used to encase stronger bio-incompatible materials, such as metal alloys, 
as well as to provide physicochemical fixation to biological tissue (Geesink, DeGroot, and Klein 1987). 
With over 120,000 total hip arthroplasties performed in the United States each year, the biocompatible 
and mechanical success of coated implants is extremely important. · 
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In Section 2 of this report, literature on hydroxylapatite coatings, organoapatites, implant 
materials, and single-fiber stress-transfer models is reviewed. A shear-lag analysis of an axially loaded 
single-fiber stress-transfer model incorporating an interphase is presented with corresponding 
approximations and numerical solutions in Section 3. In Section 4, results for minimum interfacial shear 
strength and maximum displacement as functions of patient weight and material properties of the fiber, 
interphase and matrix are given. In addition, the effect of age-related structural remodeling upon 
interfacial shear strength is presented. Finally, in Section 5, general conclusions are drawn about the 
mechanical strength of the organoapatite as a coating on hip endoprostheses. 
2. Literature Review 
2.1 Biocompatible materials 
One of the first artificial materials investigated was 8-hemihydrate of calcium sulfate, 
(CaSO4)z-H2O, known as plaster of Paris (Peltier 1961, Bahn 1966, Mackey et al. 1982). Plaster of 
Paris is still used as a biologically inert implant material. However, use of calcium phosphate ceramics 
are preferred in vivo because of their bioactivity and stability in the physiological environment. At body 
temperature (37°C) the two stable calcium phosphates are dicalcium phosphate, CaiHPO4 H 2O, at 
pH~.2. and hydroxylapatite, Ca10{PO4)iOH)2, at pH~4.2 (Hench 1991). 
Ducheyne et al. (1980) first proposed the use of hydroxylapatite coatings to reduce corrosion of 
metal alloy endoprostheses; diffusion of metal ions into surrounding tissue is known to be cytotoxic and 
may cause a variety of medical complications (Hench 1991). Synthetic hydroxylapatite has been found 
to form a physicochemical bond to natural apatite crystals and is chemically and crystallographically 
similar to the apatite found in endogenous bone tissue (Alexander et al. 1987). Transmission electron 
microscopy (TEM) lattice image analysis of the hydroxylapatite-bone interface shows epitaxial alignment 
of synthetic hydroxylapatite crystals with growing bone crystallites (Ogiso et al. 1980, 1981). An elastic 
modulus gradient exists at the bonding interface, preventing stress shielding1 by increasing stress transfer 
to the bone. Mechanical failure often ensues through the bone, hydroxylapatite, or the hydroxylapatite-
implant interface, but generally not at the hydroxylapatite-bone interface (Parsons et al. 1988). 
Fig. 1. Typical in vivo fragmentation of 
control hydroxylapatite implant. 
Fig. 2. Typical in vivo coherence of 
poly(L-lysine) organoapatite. 
1 Stress shielding involves inadequate stress transfer to the bone resulting in eventual resorption of tissue 
around the implant (Bobyn et al. 1990). 
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Since hydioxylapatite is au inherently brittle material, increasing its fracture toughness by forming 
a.composite With a biocompatible synthetic polymer, such as polyethylene (Bonfield 1988), may preclude 
catastrophic failure· within · ·'the · coating. A 
variation involves forming a composite with 
bioerodable polymers to allow eventual · 
replacement of the composite by . endogenous 
tissue. A new family · of isotropic biomaterlals, 
termed organoapatites, consists of nydroxylapatite 
crystals in a poly(L.:.amino acid) or synthetic 
org~c polyelectrolyte Inatrix (Stupp and Ciegler 
1992); The bioerodable polymers are thought to ·· 
induce nucleation of hydroxylapatite crystals, and 
later inhibit their growth, forming a finely 
dispersed organomineral composite~ As shown in 
Figs.' 1 and 2, the fracture toughness in vivo of 
poly(L-lysine) organoapatite is greatly enhanced 
compared w1th a hydroxylapatite control. Figure 
3 illustrates osteoclast erosion of the poly(L-
lysine) organoapatite in vivo {Stupp et al. 1993). 
Poly(L-sodium · glutamate) and/or 
poly(sodium acrylate) may be added to the 
organoapatite as cross-linking agents in orderto 
mimic the microstructural arid. chemical ~pects of 
natural .. bone .. matrix?. .·· ·qrgssllitking ... js 
accomplished by laser irradiation or high 
temperature compaction of the organoapatite to 
form a polyion complex that exhibits increased 
• hardness and hydrolytic stability (Stupp, 
Mejicano, and Hanson 1993). Figures 4 through 
6 · illustrate the microstructural differences 
between hydroxylapatite, poly(L-lysine) 
. . . 
Fig. 3. Histological section (x:130) of 
poly(L-lysine) organoapatite erosion 
via osteoclast activity. 
Fig. 4. Scanning electron micrograph (x15000) 
of hydroxylapatite microstructure. 
organoapatite and the polyion complex organoapatite. Fibrous encapsulation of the organoapatite was 
_noted when just the synthetic polyelectrolyte constituent was used (Stupp et al. 1993). 
2.2 Substrate materials 
Materials that are suitable for implantation include cobalt-chromium alloy CoCrMo, titanium 
alloys Ti.a6Al-4V and Ti"'5Af,.2.5Fe, and carbon fiber-reinforced polymer (CFRP); CFRP tested by Cheal, 
Spector and Hayes (1990) consisted of APC-2/Hercules Magnamite AS4 carbon fibers in a 
poly(aryletherketone) matrix. Concern about stress shielding and subsequent bone resorption has led to 
increased use of lower modulus materials such as CFRP. CFRP can be manufactured as an anisotropic 
composite material with mechanical properties similar to those of natural bone and a high degree of 
tissue biocompatibility. 
The coating process will influence directly the mechanical strength of the interfacial bond 
between the coating and the implant. Hydroxylapatite coatings are applied to metal substrates by a 
2 · Natural bone is an anisotropic composite of hydroxylapatite micro-crystals in epitactic alignment with 
crystalline type I collagen (McLean and Urist 1968); type I collagen has a helical conformation and consists 
primarily of four L-amino adds: glycine, proline, hydroxyproline, and hydroxylysine (Stryer 1988). 
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plasma-spraying technique. Because titanium is 
a more reactive metal, stronger coatings are 
produced on titanium-alloy implants than on 
cobalt-chromium implants (Ducheyne et al. 1986). 
Unfortunately, organoapatite cannot be applied to 
implants by the plasma-spraying technique 
because of the potential destruction of the poly(L-
amino acid) constituent. Direct nucleation of the 
organoapatite onto the substrate is the current 
process under investigation (Jaeger 1993); 
however, Blumenthal and Cosma (1991) have 
shown that aluminum and titanium ions have a 
negative effect on the formation of 
hydroxylapatite crystals · by poisoning active 
growth sites. 
2.3 lntetface modeling 
The relative dimensions and material 
properties between the fiber and matrix have been 
shown to be important in overall composite 
toughness (Kelly and Tyson 1965, Kelly 1986, 
Wimolkiatisak: and Bell 1989, Latour, Black and 
Miller 1990, Karbhari and Wilkins 1990, Karbhari 
1992). A modified single-fiber shear-lag theory 
by Karbhari and Wilkins (1990) accounts for · 
constituent scaling, stress transfer at the fiber end, 
interfacial debonding and subsequent frictional 
loading. Sources of error in using this stress-
Fig. 5. Scanning electron micrograph (x15000) 
of poly(L-lysine) organoapatite. 
Fig. 6. Scanning electron micrograph (x15000) 
of organoapatite cross-linked with 
poly(L•glutamic acid). 
transfer model involve modeling the organoapatite as cortical bone and assuming stress transfer at the 
distal end of the implant. Thus, the isotropic organoapatite and anisotropic cortical bone are assumed 
to be perfectly bonded and have equal moduli of elasticity and Poisson's ratios. -Although the stress-
transfer model is considered a 'short fiber' model (Agarwal and Broutman 1990), stress transfer at the 
distal end of the implant may be neglected because of limited interfacial contact with osteoid tissue 
within the intramedullary canal. In addition, interfacial debonding may produce a displacement greater 
than 75 µm resulting in shearing and necrosis of osteoid tissue (Bobyn et al. 1980); tissue necrosis may 
be considered a failure from a biological viewpoint. 
Dave and Lorenzo (1989) formulated a theory to account for yielding and subsequent failure 
within an interphase layer of a single-fiber stress-transfer model. The Kelly and Tyson (1965) shear-lag 
theory overpredicts interfacial shear strength by a factor of up to 2.5, depending upon the relative 
thickness of the interphase layer to the fiber diameter. Dave and Lorenzo (1989) derived a correction 
factor for interfacial shear strength between the interphase and matrix by assuming that the moduli of 
elasticity of the interphase and matrix are approximately the same order of magnitude. 
Because stress transfer from the implant to the bone will occur in vivo, large changes in surface 
energies of the organoapatite and substrate are expected; these changes will affect the adhesion between 
the organoapatite coating and the implant (Kelly 1986, Latour, Black, and Miller 1991). Initial 
experiments indicate that the modulus of elasticity of the organoapatite is approximately two orders of 
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magnitude lower than the modulus of cortical bone (Stupp, Mejicano, and Hanson 1993). Tsai, Arocho, 
and Gause (1990) formulated a single-fiber stress-transfer model incorporating an interphase layer to 
determine the interfacial shear stress that accurately predicts experimental material response regardless 
of large idifferences in moduli of elasticity between the interphase and matrix. 
Other. factors that may affect the magnitude of the interfacial shear strength include in vivo 
degradation of the poly(L-lysine) constituent of the organoapatite via proteolytic enzymes (Meisami 
1992). This biodegradation may result in temporary softening of the organoapatite interphase during 
fixation, i.e. from three to thirty days after implantation (Einhorn and Majeska 1991). Sexual 
dimorphism (Ruff and Hayes 1988) and age-related bone remodeling regulated via calcitropic hormones3 
will also affect the long-term interfacial shear distribution by changing the ratio of the fem.oral diameter 
to the intramedullary canal diameter (McLean and Urist 1968). 
3. Analysis 
For the development of the following shear-lag analysis, the fiber, interphase, and matrix are 
considered perfectly elastic and perfectly bonded. Interfacial debonding will occur at the location of 
highest interfacial shear stress. Stress redistribution caused by interfacial cracking will not be 
considered; any interfacial cracking is assumed to result in catastrophic failure. In addition, the 
following assumptions are made: 
· the axial load is carried by the fiber alone. 
· no stress transfer occurs at the embedded end of the fiber. 






Fig. 7. (a) Free body diagram of the fiber and interphase. 
(b) Free body diagram of the fiber, interphase, and matrix. 
3.1 Governing equations 
The following equations are from Tsai, Arocho, and Gause (1990). As shown in Fig. 7, a fiber 
of radius r1 and embedded length l is encased within an interphase of radius r; and matrix cylinder of 
3 (e.g. parathyroid hormone, 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D, and calcitonin). 
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radius rm• Equilibrium requires 





_ + 21tr 't = 0 , 
dz mm 
(2) 
where F is the applied force at z=O and ti and 'tm 
are the shear stresses of the interphase and 
matrix, respectively. Therefore, from Eqns. (1) and (2): 
Fig. 8. Axial displacement of the 
fiber, interphase, and matrix. 
From the theory of elasticity and Fig. 8, the displacement W is 
dW 't 
= 
dr Gi ' 
(3) 
(4) 
where t is the shear stress in the interphase, Gi is the shear modulus of the interphase, and r1 < r < ri. 
From Eqn. (3), 
't = 
r 
Substituting Eqn. (5) into Eqn. (4) and integrating gives 
't. r. 
w = -'-'Inr+C. 
Gi 
Now, at r=rp w=w1 and at r=r;, w=w2• Applying these boundary conditions to Eqn. (6) gives 
(w2 - w1) G. 
t. = I 
1 ri In(r/ r1) 
At r=rm, w=O. Substitution into Eqn. (6) gives 
'tm = 
-w G 2 m 
r ln(r Ir.) m m , 
Since 
substitution of Eqns. (7)-(9) into Eqns. (1) and (2) gives 
d 2w1 2 Gi 
----- (w1 - w2) = 0 
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d 2w 2 Gm 
__ 1 -~--- w2 = 0 • (11) 
dz 2 Et rf ln(r ml r.) 
where Et is the modulus of elasticity of the fiber. Algebraic manipulations of Eqns. (10) and (11) give 
where 
a.-2 = 
1 + [G; ln(r ml r)] I [Gm ln(r/ rt)] 
The solution of the differential equation (12) is 
w 1 = c1 cosh( az) + C2 sinh( az) . 
Substitution of the boundary conditions 
F = - 1t rf O' = Et 1t rf dw1 at z = 0 
and 
at z = l 
into Eqn. (14) gives the displacements 
and 









where a is the average applied stress at the fiber end. Maximum displacement occurs at z=O. giving 
and 
w = 1 
cr tanh( ex l) 
Et ex 
w = ex rf ln(r ml r;) cr tanh(ex l) 
2 2 G m 
From Eqns. (7). (17) and (18). the interphase shear stress at r=r; is 
_ ( Gm ] 12 rt - tanh(exl) cosh(az) + sinh(exz) 
't; -
0 l2Et r; [(GmlG;)ln(r/r} +In(rmlri)]112 
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(22) 
Therefore, the maximum interphase shear stress occurs at r=r1 and z=O, giving 
't = - CJ (~Jfl. __ tanh_(CJ.l) __ 
max 2 E1 [(Gm/G) 1n(r/r} + In(rm!ri)]1l2 
(23) 
If debonding of the fiber is due to interfacial shear failure, the value 'tmox represents a minimum 
interfacial shear strength between the interphase and the fiber. 
3.2 Approximations 
Because of the diversity of biological structure and metabolism, bone material properties and age-
related changes in femoral geometry were averaged by decade. No significant differences in mechanical 
properties of cortical bone between male and female specimens were found by Burstein, Reilly, Martens 
(1976). However, statistically significant changes in the intramedullary canal cross-sectional area via 
corticoendosteal resorption and total cross-sectional area via subperiosteal apposition as a function of age 
were found by Ruff and Hayes (1988). The large net loss of cortical bone volume with increasing age 
should affect the stress-transfer capacity of the, femur. 
Cheal, Spector, and Hayes (1992) estimate applied axial loads of three to five times body weight: 
these results were derived using a three-dimensional finite-element analysis of a femoral endoprosthesis 
assuming orthotropic material properties in the cortical bone and isotropic material properties in the 
cancellous bone. Maxin;mm interfacial shear stresses at the proximal end of the implant were most 
strongly correlated with axially applied loads, but at the distal end of the implant, maximum interfacial 
shear stress also correlated with torsional loading. These applied dynamic loads are in agreement with 
Latour, Black, and Miller (1991). However, Shipman (1985) estimates applied axial loads of four to 
eight times body weight. A value of ten times body weight is used in this analysis because torsional 
and out-of-plane loading were neglected in the stress-transfer model by Tsai, Arocho, and Gause (1990). 
Body weight was assigned a range of 350-1550 N, which is approximately 80-350 lbs. 
3.3 Numerical solution 
Material properties and interphase dimensions were inserted into Eqn. (23) to yield values for 
minimum interfacial shear strength. The shear modulus for a linearly elastic isotropic material is given 
as 
G = E (24) 
2 (1 + V) 
where E is the modulus of elasticity and v is 
Poisson's ratio (Gere and Timoshenko 1990). 
Elastic moduli for the various organoapatites 
ranged from 70-200 MPa (Hanson 1989). As 
shown in Fig. 9, the resulting calculated shear 
modulus ranged from 30-90 MPa, depending upon 
Poisson's ratio. The moduli of elasticity for the 
implant materials CoCrMo, Ti-6Al-4V, and CFRP 
are 230 MPa, 110 MPa, and 50 MPa, respectively 




Fig. 9. Interphase shear modulus as a function of 
Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio. 
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(Merget and Aldinger 1984). Coating thicknesses of lµm, 50µm, and lO0µm were chosen to illustrate 
its effects on interfacial shear magnitude; actual coating thickness will depend upon the technique of 
application. Although coating thickness should be minimized to facilitate stress transfer to the 
surrounding osteoid tissue, a ·coating thickness of lµm should not be considered a lower limit. A 
minimum coating thickness would be on the order of a few nanometers without loss of composite 
properties (Stupp 1993). In addition, a small coating thickness will limit the size a of stable crack 
growth perpendicular to the implant axis, according to 
(25) 
where Ge is the critical strain energy release rate (Ashby and Jones 1980). Since the right-hand side of 
Eqn. (25) is constant, a smaller crack length allows a larger stress to be applied before the onset of fast 
fracture. 
Table I: Material properties and structural relations of the femur with age. 
Male 
Decade ShearModulus,Gm Intramedullary radius, r1 Periosteal radius, rm 
20-29 3.58 GPa 5.58mm 15.39mm 
30-39 3.58 GPa 5.86 mm 15:60 mm 
40-49 3.70 GPa 6.14mm 15.82 mm 
50-59 3.23 GPa 6.44 mm 16.03 mm 
60-69 3.10 GPa 6.75 mm 16.25 mm 
70-79 3.17 GPa 7.08mm 16.47mm 
80-89 3.17 GPa 7.42 mm 17.00mm 
Female 
Decade Shear Modulus, Gm Intramedullary radius, r1 Periosteal radius, rm 
20-29 3.58 GPa 5.58mm 15.39mm 
30-39 3.58 GPa 5.84mm 15.46 mm 
40-49 3.70 GPa 6.11 mm 15.54 mm 
50-59 3.23 GPa 6.39 mm 15.61 mm 
60-69 3.10 GPa 6.69 mm 15.68mm 
70-79 3.17 GPa 7.00 mm 15.76 mm 
80-89 3.17 GPa 7.33mm 15.83 mm 
The effect of age-related structural remodeling on the interfacial shear strength also was 
investigated. Values for cortical bone material properties and structural relations. as a function of age, 
.listed in Table I, were inserted into Eqn (23) to determine relative changes in interfacial shear strength 
with age and gender. 
Material properties and coating dimensions were inserted into Eqn. (20) to determine the 
maximum displacement of the outer interphase surface as a function of patient weight. A displacement 
exceeding 75µm is to be avoided because it may result in shearing and necrosis of osteoid tissue. 
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3.3 Experimental proposal 
Ten sintered organoapatite cylinders should be immersed in physiological saline4 at 37°C for 
forty-eight hours and tested under torsional loading until failure to determine values for organoapatite 
shear modulus and organoapatite shear strength. 
Interfacial shear strength will have to be 
determined by an alternative experimental method 
because the interfacial bond is an adhesive bond 
and will depend upon the surface energy of the 
substrate material. A single-fiber pull-out test, as 
illustrated in Fig. 10, is suggested by the author 
provided the organoapatite coating uniformly 
covers the substrate and adequately bonds to an 
epoxy matrix. 
4. Results 
Structural variation based upon gender 
affects the magnitude of minimum interfacial 
shear strength by very little. As illustrated in Fig. 
11, there is a 4% additional decrease in interfacial 
shear stress for male patients by the eighth 
decade. Variation of the bone material properties 
with age accounts for a 40% decrease in 
interfacial shear stress for both male and female 
patients. These values apply only to 
endoprostheses implanted during a given decade; 
the interfacial shear stresses are not representative 
of chronic bone remodeling around a previously 
implanted prosthesis. 
The effect of implant stiffness upon 
displacement of the outer organoapatite interface 
for a lµm and 50µm thick coating is shown in 
Fig. 12 and Fig. 13, respectively. As would be 
expected, a stiffer implant limits the displacement 
for a given load. The displacement is inversely 
proportional to the square root of the implant 
elastic modulus. The magnitude of interphase 
shear modulus has little effect upon displacement 
for a very thin coating; for a thicker coating, the 
displacement decreases with a decreasing 
interphase shear modulus. In all cases, 
displacement of the outer organoapatite surface is 






Fig. 10. Schematic of custom-made grips to test 
interfacial shear strength of an organoapatite-coated fiber 
in physiological saline. 
Tmax (MPa) 
Female 
-t---6--'0-0--8~0-0 --10~0-0 --12..._0_0 -1-4~00-- p (N) 
Tmax (MPa) 
Male 
-,-....-6 ...... 0-0--8~0-0 --10~0-0 _1_2 ..... 00--1~4~00-- p (N) 
Fig. 11. Typical decrease in interfacial shear strength with 
increasing age as a function of patient weight. 
4 NaCl (6085 mg/1), KCI (380 mg/1), Na2HPO4 (90 mg/I), MgCI2 (210 mg/I) and CaCI2 (275 mg/I) (Latour, 
Black, and Miller 1991). 
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(a) (a) 
(b) (b) 
W (microns) 20 
(c) 
Fig. 12. Displacement of outer surface of a 1pm thick 
organoapatite coating for (a) CFRP implant. 
(b) Ti-6Al-4V implant. (c) CoCrMo implant. 
The effect of coating thickness upon 
interfacial shear stress for CoCrMo, Ti-6Al-4V, 
and CFRP implants is shown in Fig. 14 through 
16, respectively. A stiffer implant requires a 
smaller interfacial shear strength for a given load. 
The interfacial shear stress is inversely 
proportional to the square root of the implant 
elastic modulus and inversely proportional to the 
logarithm of coating thickness. The magnitude of 
interphase shear modulus has little effect upon 
interfacial shear strength for a very thin coating; 
for a thicker coating, the minimum required 
interfacial shear stress decreases with decreasing 
interphase shear modulus. 
W (microns) 10 
(c) 
Fig. 13. Displacement of outer surface of a 50pm thick 
organoapatite coating for (a) CFRP implant. 
(b) Ti-6AI-4V implant. (c) CoCrMo implant. 
Table II: Strengths of organoapatites after 
immersion in 37°C saline for 1 week. 
Tensile Compressive 
Material Strength , Strength 
poly(L-lysine) 10.2 ± 3.1 115 ± 20 
organoapatite 
in saline 1.36 ± 0.84 18.7 ± 11.7 
polyion 17.1 ± 1.6 129 ± 11 
organoapatite 
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(a) 





Fig. 14. Interfacial shear strength for CoCrMo implants Fig. 15. Interfacial shear strength for Ti-6Al-4V implants 
with coating thicknesses of (a) 1pm. (b) 50pm. (c) lOOpm. with coating thicknesses of (a) 1,am. (b) 50pm. (c) lOOpm. 
The modified Mohr theory for brittle materials (Juvinall and Marshek 1991) was used to estimate 
organoapatite shear strength. From initial test data on the ultimate tensile and compressive strengths of 
the various organoapati.tes, listed in Table II (Stupp, Mejicano, and Hanson 1993), a shear strength 
between 1 and 2 MPa was calculated. Since the saline environment is more severe than the 
physiological environment (Stupp 1993), this estimated organoapatite shear strength is conservative. 
5. Conclusions 
Because coating thickness will continually decrease via bioerosion, interfacial shear strength 
between the CoCrMo implant and organoapatite will have to be a minimum of 13 MPa. In addition, the 
organoapatite shear strength must be approximately equal to the inteifacial shear strength to preclude 
failure within the coating. The current estimate for organoapatite shear strength is 1-2 MPa. Therefore, 
the organoapatite itself will fail, if it does not fail first at the interface. Fortunately, the polyion complex 
organoapati.te may be irradiated to increase its shear strength. If the polyion complex organoapatite shear 
strength is not equal to that of the interfacial shear strength, organoapatite will not withstand such severe 
loading conditions in vivo. 
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Although use of high modulus implants require a smaller interfacial shear strength, stress 
shielding will eventually cause bone resorption around the implant and may result in fracture of the 
cortical bone. The use of lower modulus 
implants is preferred, but a larger .interfacial shear 
strength is required to prevent bone resorption via 
adequate stress-transfer to the bone. Finally, the 
results in. this report are derived from a model 
where only shear loading of the bone was 
assumed. The implant often is used in 
conjunction with a collar at the proximal end; a 
slight taper at the distal end of the implant also 
allows axial stress transfer to the bone. 
Therefore, actual interfacial shear stresses may be 
considerably lower. The author recommends in 
vivo testing to assess the mechanical integrity of 
the organoapatite coating on hip implants. 
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Abstract.-The interfacial strength of carboxylated polybutadiene (PBD) 
and galvanized steel is studied. Trends in the bond strength as a function 
of displacement rate, and degree of carboxylation of the polymer, are 
investigated. Bond strength is measured using a double-cantilever-beam 
method, and a fracture energy equation modified for a sandwich beam. 
Uncarboxylated PBD fractured adhesively and the fracture energy was 
found to be moderately dependent on displacement rate. Carboxylated 
PBD was found to form a strong bond with galvanized steel. The fracture 
mode of 1 % carboxylated PBD was purely cohesive, and the fracture 
energy was dependent on displacement rate to nearly the same degree· as 
the. fracture energy of uncarboxylated PBD. Five percent carboxylated 
PBD did not diffuse well with the uncarboxylated interlayer, therefore no 
fracture energy data was obtained. 
1. Introduction 
Polymer/metal interfaces occur widely in engineering practice. Applications of advanced 
composites of polymeric materials and metals grow annually. Techniques for joining metals with 
polymeric adhesives are being developed in the automobile, aerospace, and consumer-products industries. 
Latex and acrylic paints are applied to protect metal from corrosion and improve the aesthetics of the 
surface. Metal and polymer composites are widely used as structural members by the aircraft industry, 
and are gaining acceptance by the automobile industry. Thin polymer films are us.ed as dielectric 
, materials, barrier layers, and adhesives in integrated circuits (Tong and Nguyen 1990). Research is being 
conducted to replace weldments in automobiles with high-strength adhesives. While polymer/metal 
interfaces can be found in myriads of situations, the nature of the interface between polymers and metals 
is not completely understood. 
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Chemical surface treatments are widely 
used to strengthen the bond between polymers 
and metals. Commonly used chemical surface 
treatments include organic acids and silane 
coupling agents. Organic acids bond to the 
surface of the metal and replace adsorbed 
hydroxyl ions, preventing the oxide layer from 
converting to hydroxide. Hydroxide smface films 
are much weaker than oxide films and form 
weaker interfaces. Silane coupling agents are 
linear molecules that have on one end an organic 
functional group that bonds with the polymer, and 
multiple hydrolyzable functional groups that bond 
with the metal surface on the other. These 
groups are tied together by a silicon atom. The 
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Fig. 1. Chemical forms of silane coupling 
agents and polybutadiene monomers. 
at the metal surface, forming a molecular bridge between the metal and polymer (Pluedmann 1991). 
Figure l(a) shows the general chemical form of silane coupling agents. Figure l(b) is 3-
glycisoxypropyltrimethoxysilane, a coupling agent used to bond epoxy and aluminum (Albers, 1992). 
The goal of this project is to see if the need for coupling agents can be eliminated by directly 
attaching to polymers functional groups that bond well with metal surfaces. The relative percentage of 
functional groups needed to form a strong bond is also an important area of study. 
The most important way in which functional groups can increase the bond strength between 
polymers and metals .is by acting as a bridge between the organic polymer and the inorganic metal. 
Functional groups can affect the bond strength between a polymer and a metal in other ways as well. 
They increase the molecular weight of a polymer, and thus increase its viscosity. Second, the smface 
tension and thus the wettability of liquid polymers is also dependent on functionality. The wettability 
of a material plays a large part in its surf ace properties, including the strength of bonds with other 
materials. The smface tension of the adhesive must be lower than that of the adherend if a good bond 
is to form (Schliekelmann 1982). Since metals have high smface energies, and the surface energies of 
polymers is low, smface energy is usually not an important factor in polymer/metal interfacial strength. 
Functional groups can also change the bond strength between polymers and metals by increasing the 
degree of cross-linking in the polymer. Cross-linking increases the shear strength of polymers by 
preventing the fibrils from sliding past one another. Cross-linking can increase the viscosity of polymers 
as well. 
The carboxyl functional group was chosen for this study. Previous studies have found that the 
carboxyl group reacts with the surface oxides of metals to form strong bonds. A method of 
carboxylating PBD developed by Dai (1992) was used to attach carboxyl functional groups to the allylic 
carbon atoms along the backbone of the polymer. This method also allows the degree of carboxylation 
to be controlled with good accuracy. Figure l(c) illustrates the monomeric unit of polybutadiene, and 
l(d) illustrates the monomeric unit of carboxylated PBD at a certain degree of carboxylation. 
Hot-dipped galvanized steel was used in the project because plates of this material were available 
for use. Zinc forms a stable oxide layer, and is well suited for a study of this sort. Galvanized steel 
is an important structural material, and is often joined with adhesives to protect the integrity of the 
corrosion protection layer of zinc. 
In section 2 of this report a brief literature review of silane couplers and the double -cantilever-
beam-method is presented. In section 3, the double-cantilever-beam testing method of measuring fracture 
energy, methods of sample preparation, and the data reduction scheme used, are described. Section 4 
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contains results obtained, and in section 5 conclusions are drawn. 
2. Literature Review 
3 
Most polymer/metal interfaces have to be resistant to degradation caused by large temperature 
changes, attack from chemicals such as salts or solvents, moisture attack, or a combination of these. In 
some situations, the polymer can be tailored to have the necessary resistance to .degrading environments. 
In other situations the polymer and metal are determined by strength or stiffness requirements; the 
interface strength must be improved by· other means. 
2.1. Bond strength improvement methods 
Many methods of strengthening the bond between polymers and .metals are used. Methods 
include metal surface treatments such as acid anodizing, grit blasting and sputtering to roughen the 
surface, and treatments with degreasers to remove adhered contaminants. Venables (1984) found that 
these methods help to develop and stabilize the surface oxide layer on the metal. He found that the 
initial integrity and the long-term durability of the interfacial bond is dependent on the morphology of 
the surface oxide film. The polymer physically interlocks with the oxide film. Therefore a stable, 
homogeneous film with large surface area is desirable. 
Silane coupling agents are an important surface treatment used to improve the bond strength of 
polymers and metals. Many studies of the structure and bonding mechanisms of silane-based couplers 
have been conducted. Iacona et al. (1991) found that carboxyl groups attached to polyimide bonded well 
with surface oxide and hydroxide layers of a variety of metals. X.:ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) 
was used · to characterize bonding reactions present in · the interphase layer. Homer, Boerio, and 
Clearfield (1992) also used XPS to find that the amino groups of gamma aminosilanes are protonated 
by surface hydroxides, and form strong covalent bonds between the silane and the metal matrix. Allen 
(1992) found that silane couplers have an optimum thickness for maximum effectiveness. Using 
reflectance spectroscopy, he found that coupling agent added beyond the optimum thickness reduced the 
number of hydroxyl groups available for hydrogen bonding to. the oxide surface layer. Gentle et al. 
(1992) found that the bond strength between the polymer and the silane is maximized when the solubility 
parameters of each are matched. Many other studies of the surface chemistry of particular coupling 
agents and particular metals, using a variety of characterization methods, have been conducted. 
2.2. Double-cantilever-beam method 
A double-cantilever-beam method of measuring the bond strength of adhesives has been 
developed. Van Landingham and Wool (1993) modified the ASTM D 3433 standard (1985) for 
sandwich beams. Using this method, Van Landingham. found that the fracture energy of a 
dimethylsiloxarte polymer sandwiched between Pyrex glass was highly dependent on the displacement 
rate of the test. He found that the polymer changed from a Newtonian fluid to a non-Newtonian fluid 
as displacement rate increased. Fracture energy studies were used to help describe the onset of Saffman-
Taylor meniscus instability at the crack front. He hypothesized that Saffman-Taylor instability is the 
mechanism by which crazing occurs at polymer interfaces. 
Crosley and Ripling (1991) used a modified double-cantilever-beam method to evaluate the 
debond resistance of adhesive joints. The interface was stressed at constant load and exposed to a warm, 
moist environment. Crack growth was plotted as a function of time. From this data the sustained crack 
driving force was calculated. They found that the crack growth rate was constant in most cases, and 
independent of crack driving force. The independence of the crack growth rate from the crack driving 
force suggests that debonding is mainly controlled by diffusion and surface adsorption, rather than 
driving force. 
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3. Experimental Method 
3.1. Materials 
Ninety eight percent cis 1,4 polybutadiene was used as the polymer to which carboxyl functional 
groups were attached. Samples obtained from the Aldrich Chemical Company, Inc., had an average 
molecular weight of 2.5 million, and a glass transition temperature of -102° F. Carboxylated PBD was 
synthesized by Doctor Stuart Jackson using a process developed by Dai et al (1992), in which the PBD 
is first metalated with lithium, then carbonated with dry ice. The resulting carboxylate salt is then 
hydrolysed with HCl to form carboxyl groups. This process can be modified to give varying degrees 
of carboxylation, however due to the difficulty of the synthesis, the degree of carboxylation was 
generally limited to less than ten percent. 
The metal plates used were hot-dipped galvanized steel obtained from Inland Steel. XPS studies 
performed by Doctor Stuart Jackson revealed that the surface of the plates consisted of zinc oxide and 
small amounts of contaminants adsorbed from the air (Jackson 1993). Hot-dipped galvanized steel was 
chosen for the metal plates because galvanized steel is widely used as structural panels and are 
commonly joined by adhesives to preserve the integrity of the zinc surface layer. · 
3.2. Sample preparation 
The plates were first cleaned thoroughly by wiping them several times with hexane followed by 
acetone to remove a protective layer of oil, as specjfied by Inland Steel. Hinges were attached to the 
plates with epoxy. Small pieces of polymer were arranged on one plate. A stainless steel spacer was 
then placed on the plate which served to facilitate the formation of a straight leading edge. The spacer 
was placed so that the polymer would not flow onto the desired length of unbonded area of the plates. 
The spacer also prevented the plates from squeezing completely together, giving the polymer layer an 
approximately uniform thickness. The spacers were .45 mm. thick. 
Two methods of processing were used for 
uncarboxylated PBD test specimens. The first set 
of tests completed on uncarboxylated PBD were 
processed in the following manner. Two 
specimens at a time were placed in a Carver hot 
press at 125° F, and subjected to 15,000 lbf. for 
approximately two minutes. The force applied, 
· and time of processing, was not well controlled. 
The second processing method was used in order 
to produce more consistent specimens. The 
specimens of the second set of tests completed on 
uncarboxylated PBD, were processed using a 
computerized hot press. Specimens were 
subjected to exactly 15,000 lbf. (within the 
sensing and force maintenance limits of the 
Galvamzed Steel Plates 
p 
p 
Fig. 2. Double-cantilever-beam specimen. 
machine), for exactly two minutes. Both processes welded the small pieces of polymer together and 
produced specimens of roughly uniform thickness. Because five specimens were processed at once using 
the computerized hot press as opposed to two, greater surface area was subjected to 15~000 lbf., therefore 
the specimens obtained using the second process were slightly thicker. The specimens were allowed to 
cool to room temperature, during which elastomeric relaxation occurs. Relaxation caused the polymer 
layer to be thicker than the thickness of the spacer. Excess polymer around the edges of the plates was 
removed b~fore testing. Figure 2 illustrates a finished specimen. 
Carboxylated test specimens were prepared in a slightly different manner. In order to save 
material that was both costly and time consuming to synthesize, carboxylated PBD was solvated in 
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cyclohexane and brushed on both plates. The 
plates were put in a vacuum to remove the 
solvent as necessary. This process resulted in a 
very thi.J;l l~yer of carboxylated PBD deposited on 
the plates. A layer of uncarboxylated PBD was 
sandwiched between the plates, which formed the 
bulk of the polymeric material. Diffusion 
between the layers occurred during processing, 
forming an interface that was as strong as 
homogenous PBD. Figure 3 (not to scale) 
illustrates the finished specimen in cross-section. 
3.3. Testing method 
.- ,.,. Co'• 
Uncarboxylated PBD interlayer CarboxyJated PBD layers 
Fig.·3.· Cross-sectional view of a carboxylated 
polybutadiene test specimen. 
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A double-cantilever-beam method adapted from ASTM D 3433 (1985) was used to measure the 
fracture energy of .the polymer/metal interface. This method was developed to evaluate the mode-I 
fracture energy· of homogeneous materials·, and therefore must be modified to give· the fracture energy 
of a sandwich beam. · 
_Specimens were tensile_testedusing an ATS tensile testing machine equipped with a 100 lb load 
cell. Load was applied through the hinges at a constant displacement rate, until well past peak load. 
The maximum load required to fracture the plates, 
and the average thickness of the polymer layer, b, 
was recorded for each test. Figure 4 is a labeled 
drawing of the apparatus used for testing. The 
displacement transducer was used to obtain load 
versus displacement graphs. The transducer 
measured the total displacement of the upper 
crosshead. It was necessary because an 
extensometer would change the stiffness of the 
specimen, thereby producing false results. Also, 
the total displacement was often greater than the 
gage length of extensometers available in the lab. 







The method of· comparing bond strength Fig. 4. Specimen testing apparatus. 
through fracture energy described by Van 
Landingham is used to describe trends in the fracture energy of polybutadiene that has been carboxylated 
to varying degrees. The modified equation for the fracture energy of a sandwich beam is 
4P ~.x(3a 2+h 2) 
GIC =-----' 
Ew 2h 3 
(1) 
where P max is the maximum tensile load, a is the length of the starter crack, or in other words, the length 
of the unbonded area of.the plates, his the plate thickness, w is the plate width, and Eis Young's 
modulus of the plate material; Specimens of three different sizes were used in this project. Specimens 
used to obtain the data refered to later in the text as Set 1 were of the following dimensions: a= 5.08 
cm., h = .11 mm., w = 7.62 cm., and E was estimated to be 200 MPa. In order to minimize plastic 
deformation at high loads, a was reduced to 2.54 cm. for Set 2 trials. Considerably thicker plates were 
necessary to test carboxylated PBD. Hot-dipped galvanized steel of the necessary thickness were not 
available for tesp.ng, so ung~vanized steel plates were used. Wool (1993) postulated that the carboxyl 
groups would bond well with ungalvanized steel, and the differences in the surfaces would not 
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appreciably change the results. Plates of thickness h = 2.65 mm., were used for all carboxylated PBD 
tests. For carboxylated PBD tests the dimension a was 5.08 cm. 
The fracture energy equation was derived by modeling the unbonded area of the steel plates as 
two cantilever beams. The energy stored in the beams due to bending can be found using Timoshenko 
beam theory (1955). The fracture energy of the polymer/metal interface is defined as the energy that 
is stored in the beams just before fracture, and is released at fracture. 
Five tests were completed at each displacement rate for uncarboxylated PBD. Due to time 
constraints and limited material, only three tests were completed at three displacement rates were 
completed for carboxylated PBD. Polybutadiene of 0%, 1 %, 2%, and 5% carboxylation was tested. 
Fracture energies were plotted versus displacement rate on a log-log scale. 
4. Results and Discussion 
Figure 5 illustrates the results obtained. Curves labeled as Set 1, in which the dimension a = 5.08 
cm, and Set 2, in which a = 2.54 cm., both represent tests conducted on uncarboxylated PBD. Set 1 data 
are suspect because it is probable that the steel plates plastically deformed at high loads (at high 
displacement rates), and gave incorrectly low fracture energy data. In order to minimize plastic 
deformation, the length of the unbonded area of the plates, a, was reduced to 2.54 cm. A new battery 
of tests were completed, to give the data labeled 2.S ~----------------, 
as Set 2. It is believed that this set of data more 
accurately represents true fracture energy versus 
displacement behavior. 
Figure 6 is a schematic graph of typical 
load versus displacement behavior for both 
uncarboxylated PBD, in which fracture was 
adhesive, and carboxylated PBD, in which 
fracture was cohesive. These graphs are not to 
scale, as carboxylated PBD had a fracture energy 
of an order of magnitude higher than 
-0.S l!,. 
uncarboxylated PBD. The stepped graph can be -1-~3.s _3 -2.s -2 -Ls 
explained by considering that energy built up log [Displacement rate (cm/s)J 
-1 
within the plates and was released quickly as the · Fig. s. Log-log plot of fracture energy 
crack front advanced. The load then rebuilt versus displacement rate. 
-0.S 
slightly, but since the length of the unbonded area of the plates is longer, less load is required to store 
a given amount of energy in them. This process continued until the crack reached the end of the plates. 
The cohesive failure graph is not stepped because the length of the unbonded area of the plates does not 
change. Polymer continues to adhere to the surface, and is stretched until its elongation limit is reached. 
It was found that 1 % carboxylated polybutadiene formed a very strong bond with galvanized 
steel. The interface was found to be stronger than the bulk material, thus the specimens failed 
cohesively, that is within the bulk material, rather than adhesively, or at the interface. Fracture energy 
data could not be obtained using the galvanized steel plates used previously for uncarboxylated PBD 
tests, due to the inadequate thickness of the plates. Both plates drastically deformed, even before the 
PBD began to fracture. As stated before, galvanized steel plates of adequate thickness were not 
available, so ungalvanized steel plates were made. Carboxyl groups have been found to bond with a· 
variety of metals, including steel, therefore it was assumed that as long as cohesive failure of the 
specimens was achieved, the fracture energy of the system would be equivalent, and not dependent on 
the plate material. 
Specimens prepared using 1 % carboxylated PBD failed in a mixed-mode manner. Regions of 
] 
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/ Uncarboxylated PBD {adhesive failure) 
I 
Displacement 
adhesive failure, and cohesive failure · were 
observed. Jackson (1993) hypothesized that this 
mixed-mode failure was due . to. inadequate 
coverage of the plates · with solvated 1 % 
carboxylated polymer, or to a lower degree of 
process control during the synthesis of the 
particular batch. Another possible reason for the 
mixed.,mode failure observed, is the dissimilarity 
of the surfaces of steel and zinc galvanization. 
Zinc oxide is stronger than iron oxide, and the 
stable portion of the oxide layer of zinc is thicker 
than that of iron oxide (Venables 1984). Data 
from these tests were judged to be inadequate for 
Fig. 6. SchemaUc graphs of load versus displacement for use. 
uncarboxyJated PBD and carboxylated PBD. Next, 5% carboxylated PBD was tested. 
It was expected that a higher. degree of carboxylati.on would result in purely cohesive failure of the 
specimens. It was found that diffusion with the interlayer of uncarboxylated PBD was poor. Specimens 
failed at the polymer/polymer interface, instead of at the polymer/metal interface, or within the bulk of 
the polymer. Since diffusion occurred· readily at other degrees of carboxylation, and the specimen 
processing method was not changed, it was judged that diffusion was a function of degree of 
carboxylation. It was expected that as the degree of carboxylation increased, diffusion with 
uncarboxylated PBD would decrease, due to the increasing effects of the polar carboxyl functional 
groups. It was not known at what degree of carboxylation diffusion would be inadequate for cohesive 
failure of the specimens to occur. 
It was decided that 2% carboxylated PBD would next be tested. At this degree of carboxylati.on, 
both polyi:per/metal bonding, and diffusion were sufficient to cause purely cohesive failure of the 
specimens. Fracture energy data obtained were plotted with the uncarboxylated data. 
It was found that the fracture energy of uncarboxylated polybutadiene and carboxylated 
polybutadiene had nearly the same dependence on displacement rate. The slopes of the best fit lines for 
Set 2 uncarboxylated PBD and 2% carboxylated PBD are .18 and ·.21 J/crn/s, respectively. However, 
the 2% carboxylated data has a much lower degree of scatter than the Set 2 (a = 2.54 cm.) data. The 
slope of the Set 2 line may not truly reflect the dependence of fracture energy on displacement rate; the 
sample data obtained may be skewed to give the indication that displacement rate dependence is nearly 
the same for both adhesive and cohesive failure modes. The results obtained are certainly unexpected. 
It was expected that the fracture energy of uncarboxylated PBD wo11ld show little or no dependence on 
displacement rate, while the fracture energy of carboxylated PBD would be highly dependent on 
displacement rate. More data points for carboxylated PBD should be obtained to see if the slope of the 
fitted line will change. 
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5. Conclusions 
Major conclusions that can be drawn from this project are as follows: 
1. One-percent carboxylated polybutadiene forms a very strong bond with galvanized steel, causing the 
fracture mode to change from adhesive to cohesive failure. 
2. The cohesive fracture energy of PBD is an order of magnitude higher than the adhesive fracture 
energy, but has nearly the same dependence on displacement rate. 
3. There is a degree of carboxylation at which diffusion with uncarboxylated PBD occurs very slowly 
or not at all. 
Of these conclusions the first is the most important to this project. It has been shown that 
functional groups can be attached to polymers that bond well with metal surfaces, thus eliminating the 
need for coupling agents, at least with polybutadiene and galvanized steel. It is suspected that 
carboxylation would work as a means of interface strengthening for any polymer that contains double 
bonds. Further work in this area may include finding the limits of the degree of carboxylation at which 
both strong bonding and good diffusion with the interlayer occurs. PBD with lower concentration of 
carboxyl groups may be tested with galvanized steel plates to discover the lowest degree of carboxylation 
at which purely cohesive failure occurs. 
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Abstract.-In this project numerical and experimental methods are used to 
study the vibrational properties of a dead torte and a regular trumpet bell. 
The modes of vibration of the two trumpet bells are experimentally 
identified using modal analysis in the frequency domain. A finite-element 
model is used to obtain theoretical estimates for the modes. A comparison 
of the theoretical and experimental results is made and the causes for 
discrepancies between theoretical and experimental results are discussed. 
Finally, the differences in the vibrational properties of the two bells are 
indicated. 
1. Introduction 
The process of manufacturing trumpets has remained essentially the same for several generations, 
mostly because of tradition. Although much of the performance of this instrument can now be 
scientifically explained and modeled by modem experimental and theoretical methods, few attempts have 
been made of using these methods for the design construction of these instruments. Investigators 
working with such instruments are either researchers with musical background, but a limited· scientific 
background, or researchers with a strong scientific background but a limited musical understanding. 
The goal of investigating the vibrational behavior . of a trumpet is to achieve a better 
understanding of the instrument as a whole and to facilitate improvements based on technology and not 
tradition. Another major advantage of this type of research is that in understanding the complexities of 
the traditional instrument, development of the instrument's electronic simulation in digital synthesizers 
may be facilitated. A good trumpet player sounds very much like a professional singer: subtle changes 
in the pitch and clarity of a played note make the player unique and his or her music more enjoyable 
to listen to. These subtle changes are generated in the mouthpiece and amplified through the instrument. 
If researchers can develop refined mathematical and experimental models for studying the trumpet or 
. components thereof, these types of musical nuance could be incorporated to benefit people who notmally 
could not achieve this degree of musical excellence. In addition, this research effort could also lead to 
improved realism in electronic synthesizers. 
The objective of the proposed research is to apply experimental modal analysis and finite-element 
techniques to the study if the vibration properties of trumpet bells (see Fig. 1). The modes of vibration 
(natural frequency, modal dampings, and modal constants) of a dead tone and regular bell will be first 
experimentally investigated by conducting modal analysis experiments. Theoretical estimates for the bell 
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mode shapes will then be obtained using finite-element models. A comparison between experimental 
and numerical results will then be performed, and possible discrepancies explained. The differences in 
the vibrational properties of dead tone and regular bells will then be discussed and how these differences 
change the performance of each bell will be indicated. 
In Section 2 of this 
report, relevant literature on 
standard methodologies for 
experimental modal analysis 
will be reviewed. In Section 3, 
the numerical finite-element 9 cm 
method will be described, and a 
detailed explanation of the 
finite-element modeling 
procedure and analysis will be 
given. In Section 4, the 
experimental setup, procedures 
and results will be presented. 
In Section 5, a comparison 
between theory and experiment 
will be carried out Finally, in 
Section 6, relevant conclusions 
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Fig. 1. Trumpet bell and dimensions. 
2. Literature Review 
A comprehensive discussion of standard methodologies for modal testing and experimental modal 
analysis techniques can be found in the book by Ewins (1984) and in the general surveys conducted by 
Natk:e (1982, 1987). In the majority of existing modal analysis works, linearity is assumed and various 
types of external excitation are considered: harmonic (He 1987), random (Hunter 1990), transient 
(Ibrahim 1973, 1976), and general periodic (Ewins 1984). In a previous work by Ewins and Vakakis 
(1989) an experimental modal-analysis method was suggested for identifying well-separated, linear 
vibration modes. This method was based on harmonic testing of the structure using mechanical exciters. 
By varying the frequency of the harmonic excitation, the experimental frequency response functions 
(FRFs) of the structure were obtained, in the form of displacements (receptance FRF), velocities 
(mobility FRF), and accelerations (inertance FRF) versus force. The measured FRFs were then analyzed 
to extract the modal properties of the vibration modes of the system. In subsequent works (V ak:akis 
1990, Vakakis and Caughey 1991), a refined algorithm for analyzing structures with closely-spaced 
vibration modes was applied to the modal analysis of a truss-structure. 
In the book by Bringham (1988), the basic theory of the fast Fourier transform (FFf) is 
discussed. The techniques covered in this book were used to understand better the functions of the 
frequency analyzer used to collect the experimental data. Specific data on the experimental equipment 
used was provided by several instructional manuals (PCB Piezotronics 1992, Hewlett Packard 
Instruments 1992). 
In theory, the modes of vibration for an arbitrarily shaped object can be predicted by considering 
the object as composed of a large number of simple elements joined at nodes. A computer can then be 
used to. treat the object as an integral set of small elements and to predict natural frequencies, generalized 
mass characteristics, and displacement mode shapes of the modes of the system. These predicted 
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quantities contain the information needed to compute the mass-normalized modal eigenvectors which, 
in tum, are used to determine modal constants and FRFs. The FRFs also indicate the vibrational energy 
distribution as a function of frequency. The specific FRFs compared in this report are inertance FRFs, 
Ai,lro), which refer to the acceleration at point.k due to a force exerted at pointj at steady state. The 
receptance plots show peaks at resonance frequencies corresponding to excited modes of vibration. 
3. Theoretical Method 
A simplified mathematical model of the trumpet bell. was created to predict its dynamic response 
and modal properties. the predicted quantities were then compared with. experimental results, which 
will be discussed in a later section. A computerized model of the trumpet bell was developed by finite-
element modeling using the software package PATRAN (PDA Engineering 1987). Modal analysis was 
performed on the generated mesh using the software package ABAQUS. Output from ABAQUS 
included mode shapes, generalized mass parameters, and natural frequencies. From this information 
theoretical FRFs were constructed. 
3.1. Mesh creation 
To create a finite-element mesh with PATRAN requires that one input the entire part geometry 
by specifying gridpoints, lines, and surfaces. A mesh is then generated by selecting element size, shape, 
TRUMPET 
ABAQUS V4-9-1 16-4-93 18:24:7 1664 1680 
MODE 41 TIMESTEP 1 
Fig. 2. ABAQUS displacement plot for first mode. 
and structure. A total of 1883 elements were used to model the trumpet bell (Fig. 2). The material 
properties are then defined. The boundary conditions are considered to be "free-free". 
3.2. Modal analysis by employing the finite-element model 
The output mesh from PATRAN was converted (through a PATRAN option) to a file capable 
of being read by the analysis program ABAQUS. In generating the modal output, ABAQUS was 
instructed to identjfy the vibrational modes with the lowest frequencies and to concentrate on the 
frequency range between ·800 and 1800 Hz. The output consisted of 14.eigenvalues, which correspond 
to 14 natural frequencies, 14 generalized mass terms, and 14 sets of mode shapes expressed as relative 
displacements of each node. Once reliable data was obtained, the informaticm was used to calculate, a 
theoretical FRF to be compared with.· its experimental counterpart. · 
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4. Experimental Method 
Impact hammer tests were conducted on two trumpet bells: a regular bell and a dead tone bell. 
The dead tone bell has been work-hardened to a greater degree than the regular bell-the dead tone bell 
is more damped than the regular one. In musical 
terms, the dead tone bell has a better sound 
quality than the regular one. One is interested to 
relate this empirical observation to the vibration 
analysis results. The trumpet bells were provided 
by G. LeBlanc Corp., Kenosha, Wisc. (Mr. Greg 
Hilliard was the contact person.) The specimens 
were hung to simulate "free-free" conditions. 
The frequency response were measured for twelve 
different selections of excitation and measurement 
points, for the purpose of studying the responses 
of the bells in different forcing configurations. 
Modal analysis and system identification 
techniques were then used to compute modal 
models for the two bells from the experimental 
data. 
4.1. Experimental setup 






Fig. 3. Schematic of Experimental setup. 
In Fig. 3, a schematic of the experimental setup is shown. An ultra-sensitive impact hammer 
model #086C80 manufactured by PCB Piezotronics was used in these experiments (see Fig. 4). The 
specifications for this hammer are available in the operating guide by PCB Piezotronics (1992a). The 
hammer has a force transducer at the tip. This transducer is used to measure the applied force to the 
bells. It was decided to use the entire range of this hammer, 0 to 2500 Hz, as· the frequency range of 
interest A hard tip was employed to get the maximum effective range. 
The acceleration response of the trumpet bells was measured using an accelerometer. In order 
to avoid any interaction of the mass of the accelerometer with the response obtained, the smallest 
accelerometer available was used. Another 
reason for using a small size accelerometer was to 
achieve maximum contact of accelerometer 
surface area with the trumpet bell, which had no 
flat surfaces. Loctite super bonder 430 was used 
to attach the accelerometer to the bell. A picture 
of the accelerometer and hammer in use can be 
seen in Fig. 5. The specifications for this 
accelerometer can be found . in the PCB 
Piezotronics operating instructions ( 1992b ). 
4.2. Experimental procedure 
Data acquisition 
Before each new test, the impact area, the 
BNCjack 
area where the accelerometer was to be glued, Fig. 4. Typical impact hammer. 
and the accelerometer surface was cleaned of any 
dirt or other substance (dried glue from a previous test, etc.). The trumpet bell to be tested was hung 
by two lengths of thin wire so the trumpet bell would hang fairly level. 
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As shown in Fig. 3, the hammer was connected to a battery-powered signal conditioning amplifier 
which, along with the accelerometer signal, was fed via a signal conditioning amplifier to an Hewlett 
Packard 3562A Dynamic Signal Analyzer (1992). A picture of several of these instruments can be seen 
in Fig. 6. The input (applied force) and the output (measured acceleration) signals· were digitally 
analyzed, and the analyzer provided the inertance FRF' s (acceleration/force) of the bells in the frequency 
domain. In all, 24 tests were completed, 12 for each type of bell. For each test, the bell was struck 50 
times with the impact hammer and the response was averaged to minimize noise effects. The resulting 
data were recorded. Care was taken to avoid double-hits of the trumpet bell, as this would give data 
difficult to analyze. If a double-hit occurred, the data was rejected and the bell struck again until 50 
successful single hits were accomplished. The output· was stored· in a disk drive supplied with the 
analyzer> T)le. data were then downloaded to a PC for postprocessing. In Fig. 7, · a picture of a test in 
progress is shown. . 
Modal analysis 
The next step is the analysis of the experimental data obtained by the modal tests in order to 
conduct a modal identification of the trumpet bells. First, the measured inertance FRFs ( data collected 
from the frequency analyzer) are converted to 
receptance · FRFs. This is done by dividing the 
inertances_ by•· :oi. over the ftequency range of 
jn,te~~t. A program written iii FOR'I'RAN was used 
for this purpose. For eich teceptanGe data set, the 
following . analysis was. performed: the dominant 
mode response was identified for each data set 
using Nyquist plots. These are plots of the real 
versus the imaginary part of the · receptance for 
varying frequency. Theoretically, a single mode.is 
represented by a circle in the Nyqujst plot. . The 
experimental data points in the Nyquist plot were 
then curve-fitted with circles· whose center 
coordinates and radii were recorded. This was done 
by a second program written also in FORTRAN 
(Montalvao et al. 1988). Fig. 5. Photograph of dead-tone bell 
· during point-mobility test. 
Once the center of the circular section of 
data was determined, the points lying on the 
generated circle are swept in sets of three as can be 
seen in Fig. 8a. The middle point of each triad is 
separated by an equal number of data points from 
the two end points of the triad (Karvounis, et al. 
1992). The next step was to use a modal analysis 
technique developed by Vakakis (Vakakis 1990) to 
develop A plots from the angles of the circular 
sectors defined by these points. The A value for a 
particular point in the frequency range of interest 
Fig. 6. Photograph of analyzer, hammer, and hammer was found by the following equation: 
signal amplifier. 
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where roi is the frequency of the point, and A<l>i are the angles 
of the circular sectors (see Fig. 8a). Hence, A(ro;) plotted 
against ro/ provides a straight line, called the A plot (see Fig. 
8b). The A values produced by this expression, though, are 
quite polluted by noise. Because of the nature of the A 
function, smoothing of the computed A values would be 
meaningless. Instead, a plot of the circular sectors, A<I>; versus 
OT is considered. Instead of smoothing the A values, the 
values of Acj>; can be smoothed, and these values used to 
compute a much more useful A plot (Karvounis, et al. 1992). 
Another more accurate approach, though, was used from 
Karvounis, et al. (1992). This approach originated from 
knowledge of the theoretical expression of A<j>; as a function 
of OT which is given by: 
(1) 
-Fig. 7. Picture of typical testing procedure. 
where kr = J/ri_7ro/, ror is the natural frequency of the mode, 
Tlr is the modal damping and dOT is the square of the frequency spacing between the points used to· 
produce the A plot. This procedure can be shown to reduce the effects of noise pollution on 
experimental data. For the circular section corresponding to the natural frequency of the mode to be 
identified, a region characterized by straight line behavior should be identified on the A plot. After 
straight line fitting of the data in this region, the point of intersection 
of the resulting line with the frequency axis and its slope can be used 
to compute the natural frequency of the mode as well as the modal Im 
damping (see Fig. 8b). By further using the fitted circle radius and the o Re 
estimated natural frequency and modal damping values, the magnitude 
of the corresponding modal constant can be computed. The phase of ----~ 
the mode can also be determined from the angle between the radius "'-.. '\ 
passing through the natural frequency estimate and the real axis. 
A calibration test was also conducted to determine the overall 
sensitivity of the accelerometer and transducer pair. A solid piece of 
metal with a known mass was suspended iri a manner similar to that 
for the trumpet bells and a free-free test was conducted with the 
impact hammer. This test. was run 10 times and averaged. The data 
obtained will be discussed in a later section. 
5. Results 
5.1. Theoretical results 
The output generated by ABAQUS is summarized in Table 1. 
i+I 
Fig. Sa. Graphic representation of 
A<), concept. 
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Because of time limitations, only one of the original twelve tests 
was developed to compare to the experimental results. The test 
selected was test 6. For each mode the natural frequency, the 
modal constants, and the generalized mass were listed for a range 
approximately equal to 800 to 1800 Hz. A predicted frequency 
response function (receptance FRF) was obtained based on the 
inf onnation in Table 1. The predicted FRF is a sum of fourteen 
single-degree-of-freedom terms corresponding to fourteen modes 
found by ABAQUS for test 6 between the prescribed ranges. 
The predicted FRF for test 6 was computed by: 
N m m al 
A. (ro) = ~ r'f'j r'Yk r 
ft ~ -2 2 
r=l mr((J)r - CO ) 
(3) 
where ap/_ ro) is the magnitude of the accelerance, A>i is the jth 
element of the rth eigenvector or the kth element of the · rth 
eigenvector, mr is the generalized mass of the rth eigenvector, ror 
is the rth natural frequency, N is the number of modes obtained, 
and co is the frequency at a particular point. Note that no 
damping is assumed in the finite-element calculation. The 
amplitude of this function is plotted in Fig. 9. 
An interesting feature of this 
.ti(co.) 
I 
slope related to 11 




analysis was the large amount of 
modes predicted by the theoretical 
procedure. Almost two times the 
number of modes were found in the 
theoretical analysis compared to the 
experimental analysis. These large 
number of modes can be explained by 
considering the symmetry of the 
trumpet be]J. In theory, an ideal 
· symmetrical object will have an 
infinite number of modes. The 
experimental specimens studied in 
this report are obviously imperfect 
symmetrical objects, which produce a 
finite number of modes. The finite-
element method, though, produces a 
much higher idealized theoretical 
specimen than the experimental 
specimen, therefore producing a 
larger (but not infinite) number of 
modes. In addition, the resolution of 
the experimental FRF data was about 
3 Hz. Several of the modes 
theoretically were spaced at smaller 
-60 --------------
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Fig. 9. Theoretical FRF for test 6, regular bell. 
intervals than 3 Hz, therefore giving the impression of a larger number of modes, when in actuality, the 
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Table 1. Predicted. Modes from Finite 
Element Model - Test 6 
Natural Modal 
Frequency Constants A>jk 
(I) (Hz) ,cpj A>t 
890.04 -0.3821 -0.3821 
923.29 4.723E-6 4.723E-6 
1034.8 -3.370E-3 -3.370E-3 
1038.0 0.4384 0.4384 
1161.4 0.3119 Q.3119 
1161.8 -0.3724 -0.3724 
1433.0 -0.3825 -0.3825 
1433.1 0.3717 0.3717 
1455.7 -3.269E-2 -3.269E-2 
1458.6 9.049E-3 9.049E-3 
1645.4 0.3516 0.3516 
1676.6 5.243E-6 5.243E-6 
1707.0 0.1011 0.1011 
1707.1 -9.291E-2 -9.291E-2 


















In figs. 10-12 the experimental data used in the analysis is shown. Because of time constraints, 
only test 6 was analyzed. As shown, for each of the three tests (each test having a different impact area 
position or accelerometer position) the amplitude of the frequenfy response function was plotted versus 
frequency for each type of bell. A schematic of the accelerometer and impact position was also included 
for each test. 
The first step, as mentioned earlier, was to develop Nyquist plots of the initial data for test 6. 
The following sample calculations were found for peak 8 of the regular bell in test 6. This is 
representative of how the analysis was carried out for all of the various peaks. In Fig. 13, the Nyquist 
plot and its subsequent fitted circle are depicted. The data taken from the fitted circle is then used to 
develop the L\q> plots. In fig. 14, a plot of the angle Aq, against of is shown. As can be seen, a large 
peak is produced at the point where the magnitude of the peak in its corresponding FRF plot is at its 
highest. On either side, though, the angle approaches zero very quickly, thereby isolating the peak. This 
peak was then curve-fitted and the resulting curve-fitted data used to produce the A plot shown in fig. 
15. As can be seen, the resulting plot was then line-fitted and the appropriate modal constants identified. 
The experimentally identified modal constants are shown in Table 2. 
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FRF Test 6 - Regular Bell: 50 A vgs •. 
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Fig. 10. Experimental FRFs for both bells of test 6. 
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FRF Test 10- Regular Bell: 50 Avgs. 
Amplitude (dB) 
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FRF Test 10 - Dead Bell: 50 Avgs. 
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Fig. 11. Experimental results of both bells of test 10. 
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Fig. 13. Experimental Nyquist plot data and curve-fitted circle. 
Table 2. Processed experimental results for test 6. 
Peek co,(rad/s) 1\, ro, (Hz) A r B, Phase(rad/s) 
regular bell Re Im 
8 5399 3.657E-3 859.3 0.3076 -2.881E-6 -l.866E-7 1.5640 
9 5728 4.186E-3 911.6 0.0123 5.526E-9 1.068E-8 1.2987 
10 6075 3.404E-3 966.9 0.2516 -1.945E-6 2.538E-7 1.5519 
11 8446 2.686E-3 1344.2 0.0682 -1.898E-7 1.120E-7 1.5139 
12 8516 4.566E-3 1355.4 0.1064 -5.686E-8 -9.440E-8 1.9677 
13 9716 1.823E-3 1546.3 0.3460 -l.825E-6 -7.488E-7 1.6023 
14 10660 3.056E-3 1696.6 1.6448 -4.754E-6 -6.717E-7 1.5764 
15 11622 l.694E-3 1849.7 0.0788 -2.974E-7 -4.807E-8 2.0507 
Dead tone bell 
7 5501 3.165E-3 875.5 0.4158 -3.882E-6 l.497E-6 1.4855 
8 5897 4.638E-3 938.5 0.0403 -2.248E-7 l.911E-7 1.5730 
9 6287 4.370E-3 1000.6 0.0838 -4.585E-7 l.285E-7 1.5794 
10 7994 3.883E-3 1272.3 0.9329 -3.531E-6 8.371E-7 1.3972 
11 8966 3.190E-3 1427.0 2.8377 -l.041E-5 -2.145E-6 1.4204 
12 9894 1.987E-3 1574.7 0.4087 -1.602E-6 -8.128E-7 2.2942 
13 10085 2.205E-3 1605.1 0.1217 -4.805E-7 -3.940E-8 1.6544 
14 10388 l.939E-3 1653.3 0.0188 -9.555E-8 8.628E-8 1.4906 



















































Fig. 14. Experimental Acp plot for regular bell, test 6, peek 8. 





Fig. 15. Experimental A plot used to produce modal constants fo~ regular bell, test 6, peek 8. 
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As stated above, a calibration test was conducted to detennine the overall sensitivity of the 
accelerometer and transducer pair. A solid metal block with.known mass (10 lb) was suspended from 
the ceiling with a thin wire and a "free-free" test was conducted with the impact hammer. The average 





where m = 10 lb (4.5359 kg), and from the experiment, a= 6.31 mVN which is the average inertance 
response obtained from the test. 
In what follows, all of the obtained inertance FRFs were multiplied by S to convert them to 
physical units of likg. These data can now be directly compared to the theoretical data obtained in 
section 5.1. 
5.3. Comparison of results 
Comparison of theoretical and experimental results 
In Fig. 16, the comparison between the theoretical and experimental FRFs for test 6 is shown. 
The two plots did not agree very well, although some trends can be seen. The main reason for the lack 
of correlation between the two plots was that a course finite-element mesh was used, and due to time 
constraints, mesh refinement could not be completed. Furthennore, the braces on the side of the bells 
and a steel wire bead around the outside edge of the flared end of the bells were not modeled. These 
features increase the stiffness of 
the model, and thereby change the 
overall FRF. 
Comparison of experimental and 
regenerated data 
In order to check the 
accuracy of the modal analysis, the 
modal constants identified in 
Section 5.1 were used to compute 
the regenerated FRFs. In Fig.17 a 
comparison between the 
experimentally obtained FRF to 
the regenerated FRF for the 
regular bell is shown, and in Fig. 
18 the same comparison is made 
for the dead tone bell. 
In Figs. 17-18, the peeks 
which correspond to the natural 
frequencies were accurately 
regenerated. However, the 
anti.nodes (the peeks pointing 
down) did not favorably compare. 
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modal analysis method used is · Fig. 16. Comparison of theoretical and experimental FRF for test 6, regular 
based on curve-fitting and bell. 
regression algorithms. Hence, 
with the small amount of data points available for each peek, the damping coeficients, T\,., could not be 





of the experimental 
FRFs obtained from 
the regular bell to the 
dead bell (see Figs. 
10-12) indicates that 
the frequencies of 
modes in the regular 
bell are shifted 
higher than those of 
the dead tone bell, 
and that the 
amplitudes of the 
modes in the regular 
bell are lower than 
those of the dead 
tone bell. These 
differences can be 
easily explained by 
the higher stiffness 
of the dead tone bell 
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when compared to the regular bell. The results of this analysis indicate that the apparent improved 
sound quality of the dead tone bell is due to the upward shift of its natural frequencies. 
6. Conclusion 
Upon comparison of the two different types of trumpet bells, two observations were found. First, 
the frequencies of the modes in the regular bell were shifted higher than the modes in the dead tone bell, 
and second, the amplitudes of the modes in the regular bell were shifted lower than the modes in the 
dead tone bell. All through the data acquisition process there seemed to be no major p:roblems in the 
procurement of the initial data. In fact, this seemed to be the most successful area in the entire project. 
The largest possible source of error was the effect of noise pollution on the experimental data. Possible 
sources of the noise are electrical lines in the test room, and the natural amplification properties of the 
specimen itself. Another possible source of error was in the post processing of the experimental and 
theoretical data. There were many steps involved in acquiring the final result, with each one having the 
possibility of errors involved. 
Comparison of the theoretical FRF and experimental FRF for the regular bell of test 6 produced 
results that did not correlate very well. The main reason for this was the limited scope of the finite-
element mesh used to· compare to the experimental FRF and lack of accurate· material properties. The 
actual materi?! properties are a closely guarded secret of G. LeBlanc ,Corporation. 
The accuracy ·¢ the experimental modal · analysis technique was found by regenerating the 
experimental·FRF from.tile modal constants derived in Section 5.2. The correlation between these two 
FRFs was very good, thereby confirming the accuracy of the experimental -method. 
The better sound quality of· the dead· tone bell is-· attributed to the upward shift of the natural 
16 
frequencies. Because 
of time constraints, 
this project had to be 
scaled down from its 
original goals. It 
was initially thought 
that experimental 
measurements could 
also have been taken 
on the trumpet bells 
while a note was 
being played through 
it. Because of the 
difficulty in 
acquiring an accurate 
finite-element model 
and its subsequent 
use of a larger than 
expected amount of 
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Fig. 18. Comparison of experimental and regenerated FRF for test 6, dead tone bell. 
Future work for this project will include continuation of this project during the summer. During 
this time, the project will be continued with more detail and larger amounts of results will be obtained. 
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Abstract.-The effects of reed valves in the intake port of an internal 
combustion engine are · being investigated to determine. the result of a 
change in flow parameters on engine perfonnance. Environmental 
concerns have prompted new state and federal laws requiring automakers 
to reduce the emissions and increase the efficiency of new automobiles. 
Thus, considerable·research has been devoted to improve the combustion 
process. Cylinder pressure data, component temperature, and engine 
torque were electronically recorded and compared for engines with and 
without reed valves. The reed-valve engine produced more torque over a 
broad speed range. 
1. Introduction 
Although considerabie time and research has been devoted to developing more powerful and 
efficient internal combustion engines, the combined influence of the many variables affecting combustion 
is not yet completely understood. Presently, 
designers optimize the performance of an engine 
within a narrow speed range by tuning the induction 
system to resonate at a specific engine speed. This 
method results in a torque versus engine speed curve 
which has a large peak corresponding to the first 
observed harmonic, with one or two smaller peaks 
representing the next higher harmonics. It is 
desirable to broaden the torque curve to provide a 
smoother transfer of power, .thus increasing the life of 
driveline components. A flatter torque curve will 
also result in better driveability by producing an even 
and predictable acceleration at all engine speeds. 
Optimization of the performance of internal 
combustion engines over a broader speed range has 
Dm:ctionofflow 
' ' ' 
Stainless steel 
~valves 
Fig. 1. Reed valves in open position. 
been . the subject of considerable research and development. For instance, variable-valve-timing 
mechanisms have been developed and used in certain double overhead camshaft passeng~r car engines. 
Intake manifolds have also been designed with a valve located in a resonant cavity, which varies the 
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effective length of the intake runners as the engine speed changes. These two methods require precise 
electronic control and are expensive to implement .. Thus, the intent of this project is to establish a cost 
effective method of controlling induction system dynamics throughout the entire speed range using reed 
valves in the intake port. 
· This research project consisted of testing two electronic fuel-injected, four-cylinder, four-stroke 
engines, which were provided by Ford Motor Company. Both engines were instrumented with pressure 
transducers in the cylinder, and thermocouples on the intake valve. The exhaust gas constituents were 
analyzed using non-dispersive infrared and flame ionization techniques. The baseline engine is a 1.9-liter 
Ford. The modified engine is a 2.0-liter Ford wi~ modified camshaft timing to take advantage of the 
effects of the reed valves in the intake manifold. The reed valves have been mounted upstream of the 
conventional intake valves to reduce the backflow which occurs when both the intake and exhaust valves 
are open simultaneously. Although this design is known to increase low-speed torque, additional testing 
is required to determine the underlying cause of the improvement, and to determine the feasibility of 
implementing reed valves in production car engines. 
A diagram of the reed valve assembly used in the modified engine is shown in Fig. 1. The three 
reeds, made of thin stainless steel, are attached at one end as a cantilever at an angle of approximately 
thirty degrees to the incoming flow. By limiting the bending to thirty degrees, each reed is subjected 
to less stress than the reeds in previous designs involving one or two reeds positioned at larger angles 
to the flow. Thus, the reed valves will be fully open when the pressure of the incoming air-and-fuel 
mixture is slightly higher than the pressure at the outlet. Since the reed valve assembly reduces the 
effective flow area, the intake ports have been enlarged on the modified engine to maintain a flow rate 
approximately equal to the flow rate of the baseline engine. 
Section 2 of this report reviews the relevant literature on engine testing, beginning with a brief 
history on experimental methods, and ending with a look at some of the recent literature regarding 
induction system dynamics. Then, in Section 3, the methods used in this project are presented. In 
Section 4, the experimental results from the baseline engine and reed-valve engine are compared and 
discussed. Finally, in Section 5, general conclusions are drawn about the effectiveness of placing reed 
valves in the intake port. · 
2. Literature Review 
2.1. Historical background 
Instrumenting and testing internal combustion engines has led to vast efficiency and emissions 
improvements since the original Otto engine in 1870. The results of many of these tests· have been 
compiled and published in engine-design manuals and textbooks. For example, the Automobile 
Engineer's Reference Book (1956) describes the "comet" swirl chamber which was designed by Sir 
Harry Ricardo to promote better mixing in the cylinder. Although the benefits of mixture swirl have 
been known for over forty years, swirl chamber heads have only recently gained widespread use in the 
automotive industry. Countless tests have been designed to gain a better understanding of the 
relationship between fl.ow parameters and engine performance. For instance, Ricardo (1941) tabulated 
experimental data relating turbulence and swirl of the intake charge to changes in engine performance. 
Currently, mathematical models and computer simulations are being developed to predict the 
changes in these flow parameters. Matavia and Amann (1980) have developed a computer model which 
predicts sensitivity of knock to certain fuel grades. Although the results are encouraging, quantitative 
evaluation would require extensive measurement for a particular test engine. Recent engine simulations 
have been developed by Ramos (1989) but accurate modeling of a non-idealized engine requires a deeper 
understanding of the chemical reactions and .their influence on physical systems. This understanding may 
be achieved through further engine testing. 
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2.2. Cylinder pressure measurement 
Cylinder pressure measurements have interested engineers since the birth of the s~am engine. 
Advancements in electronic sensors and transdqcers have allowed for increases in measurement accuracy. 
Lancaster, Krieger, and Lienesch (1975) recommend measuring cylinder pressure with piezoelectric 
transducers connected . to a differential amplifier by shielded cable. A rotary encoder is used. to 
synchronize the· data acquisition unit, and pressure samples are generally taken at one-degree intervals 
of crankshaft rotation. Weaving (1990) explains how to calculate heat-release rates from plots of 
cylinder pressure versus crankshaft rotation. For the proposed project, several temperature measurements 
will be made to determine the effect of heat transfer on cylinder pressure.data. . 
2.3. Backtlow prevention 
One of the most important parameters affecting engine perfonnance. is the amount of air-and-fuel 
mixture. that can ·be transferred into the cylinder during each ·intake· stroke. Since an instantaneous 
opening of a conventional intake valve can not be achieved, camshafts are designed to begin opening 
the intake valve before the piston reaches top dead center and begins its downward stroke. This 
sequence of events exposes the inlet system to the positive exhaust pressure resulting in backflow 
through the intake system, which leads to an overly rich fuel-and-air mixture, deteriorated combustion 
and increased residual gases. 
Sher (1982) reduced the backflow in a·two stroke engine using a fluid diode, which is a scroll-
shaped device designed to restrict flow in the reverse direction. However, the restriction of flow in the 
forward direction is too 
high for this device to be 
used in practical four-stroke 
engines. Y amabe and Ueda 
(1988) developed a variable 
exhaust valve system.which 
controls the exhaust 
pressure waves to reduce 
the exhaust pressure at the 
moment of intake valve 
opening. This system 
utilizes a valve near the end 
of the exhaust pipe which. 
varies its opening as a 
function of engine speed. 
Manz (1989) reported an 
increase in low-speed torque 
using reed valves in the 
intake port of a small 
displacement Volkswagen 
engine. However, the 
restrictive valves reduced 
Fig. 2. PMtograph of ~t cell. Baseline engine is located 
behind the instrument panel.· 
the maximum torque output at higher engine speeds. Manz also reported several broken reeds during 
the testing. · 
2.4. Flow parameter calculations 
Intake systems utilizing the natural resonance of the intake port have been used for over 50 years 
to increase volumetric efficiency at specific engine speeds. Recently, variable-restriction intake systems 
have been developed to respond to a wider range of engine Speeds. Takizawa; Und; and Yura (1982) .· 
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have developed accurate simulation models based on the nonlinear, one-dimensional conservation 
equations. Although these models can be used to predict pressures and mass flow rates in the manifold, 
the solution of the nonlinear equations requires complex numerical algorithms and long calculation times. 
Techniques investigated by Matsumoto and Ohata (1986) are based on the solution of the linearized 
conservation equations, and allow the computation of volumetric efficiency for design purposes. Pearson 
and Winterbone ( 1990) developed an improved model which includes the interference effects of pressure 
waves. 
3. Method 
3.1. Instrumentation setup 
The baseline engine was mounted in the engine bay and instrumented, as shown in Fig. 3, to 
obtain torque, pressure, and temperature data. A dynamometer is coupled directly to the crankshaft. The 
signal from the piezoelectric pressure transducer, located in the combustion chamber of the number one 
cylinder, is amplified and sent to the data-acquisition unit. A rotary encoder was mounted to the 
harmonic damper to provide a clock for the data-acquisition unit, which samples the pressure transducers 
at one-degree intervals of 
crankshaft rotation. The personal 
computer is used to average the 
pressure measurements over 150 
cycles. Coolant temperature is 
regulated with a thermostat which 
controls the flow through a heat 
exchanger. The exhaust gas is 
sampled using a flame ionization 
detector and a non-dispersive 
infrared analyzer. 
The reed-valve engine was 
similarly instrumented to obtain 
torque, pressure, and temperature 
data. The engine was then 
mounted in a separate test cell for 
the break-in procedure, which 
consisted of twenty hours of 
operation at various engine speeds 
an:d load conditions. 
3.2. Transducer calibration 








Data acquisition unit 
Exhaust analyzer 
Fig. 3. Instrumentation setup. 
Initial cylinder pressure measurements were erratic due to electrical interference in the cable 
connecting the pressure transducer to the differential amplifier. Most of this noise was eliminated by 
using a shorter cable and by shielding the spark plug wires, ignition coil and distributor with copper tape. 
In addition, the entire system was grounded through a capacitor. The signal improvement is illustrated 
by comparing Fig. 4 with Fig. 5. 
The compression and expansion lines of the log pressure versus log volume plot in Fig. 6 exhibit 
slight curvature. Ideally these lines should be straight. At first, this deviation was believed to have been 
caused by sudden temperature fluctuations during combustion. The ·interference was investigated by 
disabling the fuel injector to the number one cylinder to eliminate combustion effects, but the curvature 
was still apparent. 
Fig. 7 depicts a flush-mount pressure transducer adapter which was designed to investigate the 
possibility of a phase lag introduced into the pressure measurements due to the original position of the 
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Fig. 4. Plot of cylinder pressure vs. crank 
angle-long cable without shielding. 
transducer. Since the curvature in the 
compression and expansion lines persisted, it was 
agreed that the errors were the result of an 
improperly positioned rotary encoder. Since the 
volume of the cylinder. is calculated from the 
crank angle, a phase error must have occurred. 
This problem was corrected by adding eight 
tenths of a degree to the crank angle 
computations. 
3.3. Thermocouple mounting 
A type· K thermocouple was spot welded 
inside a grooved intake valve of the number one 
cylinder. However, the temperature data 
exhibited unexpectedly large fluctuations. 
Therefore, Professor White of the mechanical 
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wire thermocouple in the intake port to measure the unburned gas temperature. Due to time constraints, 
this procedure has not yet been carried out. Also, design constraints on the modified reed-valve engine 
render the addition of a thermocouple in the intake port impractical. 
3.4. Cooling system 
Water in the baseline engine is circulated throughout the block and heads, and a heat exchanger 
is used in conjunction with a thermostat to maintain a nearly constant water· temperature during data 
acquisition. The oil temperature is controlled likewise. In support of another project, the cooling system 
for the reed-valve engine has been modified to allow independent control of the water flowing through 
the block and the head. A head gasket was ordered without the holes for the cooling passages, in order 
to separate the flow between the head and the block. 
3.5 Fuel system 
A supply pump from the fuel room supplies the burettes with 89 octane gasoline; The fuel 
pressure is then increased with an electric fuel pump to supply the injectors with the proper pressure. 
The timing and duration of the fuel injection is electronically controlled to allow changes to the ratio 
of air-and-fuel entering the engine. 
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3.6. Engine and drivetrain 
The driveshaft assembly, shown in Fig. 8, 
was designed to couple the engine to the 
dynamometer. The flywheel and dynamometer 
couplings were machined by Swanson's Machine 
Shop in Champaign. To ensure proper alignment 
of the engine and dynamometer, a dial indicator 
was located parallel to the dynamometer shaft, 
and as nearly perpendicular to the flywheel as 
possible. Then the flywheel was turned, and the 
engine was positioned to minimize the run-out. 
4. Results 
4.1. Pressure measurements 
Cylinder pressure diagrams have been 
prepared for the baseline engine but not yet for 
the reed-valve engine. It is expected that the 






Fig. 7. Flush-mount transducer assembly. 
Dynamometer coupling Flywheel 
coupling 
during the intake and exhaust strokes, while an Fig. s. Driveshaft assembly. 
increase in positive work due to the pressurizing 
effect of the reed valves should be apparent during the compression and power strokes. However, the 
benefits of increased work output may not be enough to justify the additional cost of the reed valves. 
4.2. Volumetric efficiency 
The volumetric efficiency is generally defined as the volume flow rate of air into the intake 
system divided by the rate at which volume is displaced by the piston. This relation is given by the 
equation 
dm 2 
Tl = dt pVN ' 
(1) 
where Tl is the volumetric efficiency, m is the 
mass of air inducted into the cylinder per cycle, 
p is the inlet air density, V is the cylinder 
volume, t is the time, and N is the crankshaft 
rotational speed. 
· A peak in volumetric efficiency for the 
baseline engine is indicated in Fig. 9 at about 
2500 rpm. This peak is due to intake charge 
resonance. · .When the intake valve suddenly 
closes, the inertia of the incoming fuel-and-air 
mixture causes an increase in the pressure at the 
valve for a moment. At the next instant, the fuel-
Fig. 9. Volumetric efficiency of baseline engine. 
and-air mixture rebound off the closed intake valve and begin to oscillate back and forth along the length 
of the intake port. When the frequency of these oscillations correspond to the frequency of the opening 
of the intake valve, an abrupt increase in volumetric efficiency occurs. 
On the other hand, the intake charge in the reed-valve engine is not free to oscillate in the region 
between the reed valve and the conventional intake valve. When the intake valve closes, the volume 
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between the conventional intake valve and the reed valve becomes pressurized, but, as indicated in Fig. 
10, the reed valve prevents the development of a pressure wave originating at the intake valve. While 
this system reduces the cylinder-filling inertia apparent in the baseline engine, the mixture is driven into 
the cylinder by a pressure gradient which is steadier throughout the speed range. 
4.3. Dynamometer test 
Values of torque output for the reed-valve engine were established during the break-in procedure, 
and they are plotted along with the baseline engine values in Fig. 11. The torque curve for the reed-
valve engine is flatter, as was expected. However, it 
was not expected that the reed-valve engine would Intake valve 
produce a higher maximum torque overall than the 
baseline engine. Although there is not yet any torque 
data for speeds greater than 3500 rpm ori the reed.-
valve engine, it is expected thatthe·torque will begin 
to drop off due to the restricted flow imposed by the 
reed valves. 
A slight increase in torque at approximately 
2500 rpm was also apparent for the reed-valve 
engine. Although the reed valves prevent intake 
charge resonance in the pressurized zone, the intake 
charge is free to oscillate between the reed valve and 
the throttle body, thus aiding the cylinder-filling 
process at the resonant engine speed of 2500 rpm. 
However, the sudden drop in torque output of the 
Fig. 10. Illustration of reed 
valve in closed position. 
baseline engine at 3000 rpm, due to the negative pressure of a pressure wave in the induction system 
at that speed, is not as significant in the reed-valve. engine. • Again, this is due to the pressurizing effect 
of the reed valves. Overall, the add.in.on of the reed valves has flattened the torque curve by damping 
the large pressure fluctuations near the intake valve. 
The dynamometer test has also revealed a possible short-coming ··of the reed valve. engine. 
Although the indicated torque is high as expected, the engine seems to have difficulty responding to · 
sudden changes in load. For example, there have been several instances in which the engine has quit 
running when a sudden load was applied through the dynamometer. This behavior is observed in 
engines with large intake ports in which the air-and-fuel mixture moves with a slow velocity until the. 
engine reaches a high speed. Thus, by eliminating most of the inertia of the incoming fuel mixture, the 
reed valves may adversely affectperformance under conditions of sudden changes in throttle position. 
4.4. Fuel efficiency test 160 ..--------.----.---------. ; 
The increased volumetric efficiency will likely 
lead to a higher rate of specific fuel consumption at 
low speed. However, the increase in torque over the 
broad range of engine speed may allow for the design 
of transmissions to optimize fuel economy for normal 
driving conditions. Manz (1989) .has suggested that 
the combination of the improved low-speed torque 
characteristics of a reed-valve engine and an 
optimized transmission would improve the fuel 
! ! --J 
i 150---~ r~ .. \ ........ _ 
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Fig. 11. Torque vs. engine speed. 
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economy of vehicles with a low drag coefficient. Since the drag coefficient of modern cars has been 
reduced dramatically, the need for a peak in torque at higher speeds to overcome the increasing wind 
resistance is not as substantial. Thus, transmissions could be designed to reduce engine speed at a given 
vehicle speed while maintaining the horsepower necessary to accelerate without causing engine knock. 
4.5. Emissions test 
Exhaust emissions are dependent on ignition timing, air-to-fuel ratio, fuel quality, and load 
conditions. Since the reed valves will affect these parameters, which are indirectly related to each other, 
the net effect on the individual exhaust gas components is unclear. However, eliminating the backflow 
of exhaust into the intake pon should lead to a reduction in hydrocarbon emissions. The exhaust gas 
constituents have been analyzed for the baseline engine, but not for the reed-valve engine. 
5. Conclusions 
The torque versus engine speed graph indicates that the reed-valve engine produces more torque 
than the baseline engine in the range of 1000 to 3500 rpm. A test of the reed-valve engine in a car may 
be necessary to determine how well the engine will respond to sudden changes in load encountered in 
normal driving. 
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Abstract.-Vehicle traffic on rough or damaged surfaces can create 
undesirable ground vibrations. At the Advanced Photon Source (APS) at 
Argonne National Laboratory, a study of the characteristics of traffic-
induced ground vibrations was conducted to insure successful, vibration 
contained· operation of the facility. Vehicles moving over various bUIIJ.p 
sizes were observed to create traveling ground 'vibrations that were 
successfully coupled to the facility foundation. The weight and speed of 
the vehicles were shown to directly effect . the magnitude of the ground 
vibrations. Other specific vehicle characteristics sue}) as suspension natural 
frequency and engine rpm were also detectable. The APS vibration criteria 
are not expected to be exceeded even in the event of a large truck hitting 
a very large pothole. 
1. Introduction 
The Advanced Photon Source is currently under construction at Argonne National Laboratory in 
Argonne Ill. Upon completion in 1996 the facility will accelerate positron particles to 7GeV to pass 
around a storage ring vacuum chamber approximately two-thirds of a mile in circumference. The 
bending of the positrons around the ring will create the most brilliant x-rays the world has ever seen for 
use in numerous research applications. In order to contain the_ positron beams from dispersing too 
rapidly out of the storage chamber all APS components must meet rigorous vibration criteria of 
amplitude scales, in some locations, to tenths of a micron. To maintain the facility within these 
vibration criteria, set by limiting beam emittance growth to ten percent, every possible vibration source 
at the APS facility must be considered, understood, and controlled. 
One vibration input that. must be understood is the vibrational wave fields caused by traffic, 
particularly from large trucks, on roads leading to and from the APS grounds. Although traffic is not 
expected to cau.se a large vibrational wave field in comparison with other inputs at the facility, a 
deteriorated road surface with potholes and other defects could cause an undesirable vibration source in 
the future. An understanding of vibrational effects of traffic on various pavement conditions as well as 
an identification of high traffic and road problem areas around the facility is necessary to help insure 
successful operation of the APS facility. 
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To minimize beam emittance growth in 
the storage ring vacuum chamber, the quadrupole 
magnets that contain beam intensity have 
feedback systems to control low frequency 
vibrations. These feedback systems, however, are 
only effective up to approximately 3.5 Hz in 
controlling vertical displacements and 10 Hz in 
containing horizontal displacements. Frequencies 
above 3.5 Hz and 10 Hz, depending on 
orientation, will thus pose the greatest concern for 
amplitude since little can be done to counteract 
vibrational effects from waves above these 
frequencies. Figure 1 provides APS · amplitude 
criteria with respect to frequency to meet the less 
than 10% beam emittance growth requirement. 
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Fig. 1. APS vibration criteria. 
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many smaller waves covering a wide range of frequencies. From Fig. 1 one can see the important 
frequency and orientation dependencies of the APS vibrational requirements. Of primary concern in the 
testing is the vertical displacement of vibrations, particularly for wave ·components above 2.5 Hz. 
2. Literature Review 
The APS facility is original in certain scientific criteria that must be met, particularly in vibration 
control. Because vibration amplitudes in some locations at the site must be contained to tenths of a 
micron the APS will. have more control over its ground vibrations than commonly done in the past 
Although vibrational wave fields due to traffic have been studied few have looked into the different near-
field and far-field effects of traffic as a vibrational source or concern. Most traffic vibration research 
has involved modal analysis of bridges and the acoustical properties of pavement and tire interfaces. 
In Japan a few groups have created mathematical models to try and explain how a moving vehicle 
creates traveling ground vibrations. One group (Hanzato, Ugai, Mori, and Sakaguchi, 1991) wrote a 
paper that proposes a three-dimensional method for analyzing ground vibrations created by a moving 
vehicle. Their paper includes a derivation of mass and stiffness matrices from layered ground 
characteristics that comprise the components of an equation for free harmonic motion. According to 
Hanzato et al., the total traffic load P(t,z) can be broken into two components: 
P(t,z) = P i>(vt-z) + f(t)o(vt-z), (1) 
where PO is the static load, and .f(t) is a function of the dynamic component. The variable v denotes 
vehicle velocity while z denotes the distance traveled by the vehicle from an arbitrary refere:nce point. 
The static portion of the load, PO times the Dirac delta function o, may be of significant magnitude but 
its vibrational effects attenuate almost instantly in comparison with the dynamic component of the load. 
The dynamic load is therefore of primary interest in the creation of vibrational wave fields. The function 
f(t) in the dynamic load is dependent on vehicle characteristics. Hanzato et al. chose f(t) = 
(Pr/ 1 0)exp(irot) to match their experimental conditions. 
An equation of free harmonic motion is then derived by Hanzato et al. by creation of the stiffness 
matrix [K] and mass matrix [M] , 
[K - ro2M]{u} = 0 (2) 
through a finite-element analysis of a multi-layered medium. In this equation of motion, the column 
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vector {u} represents a.makeup of n nodal displacements. The numper n corresponds to the number of 
horizontal layers in the analyzed medium. The two matrices [K] and [M] are thus sized 3n x 3n in 
accordance with. the number of layers in the medium each having three Cartesian components to 
accommodate mass and stiffness factors at each node. The constant co is the frequency of the traffic 
source. Althow~h this equation in its simple form may appear to .pe .free of damping, the. damping is 
actually included as one of several components in the [K] matrix. Equation (2) can be solved as an 
eigenvalue proplem. Hanzato et al. suggest that the eigenvalues of the solution are characterized by 
modes. resulting from Rayleigh waves. 
Hanzato et al. also provided experimental results on vibration attenuation into the far-field and 
how amplitude is dependent on pavement subgrade, stiffness, and damping. They conclude that traffic-
induced vibrations can be reduced by increasing the stiffness and/or damping of the subgrade materials 
(such as crushed stone beneath the pavement). Amplitude is also shown to be greatly dependent on 
pavement roughness with a deteriorated surface creating larger amplitudes than a smooth surface. 
Hanzato et al. also ran their tests at two different frequencies; IO Hz and 20 Hz. Interestingly, the 
amplitu_des in both the high and low frequency, tests approached the same,range in the far field at 
distances beyond· 10 m. Inside IO m the higher frequency caused considerably larger amplitudes; 
The deperidency of Rayleigh waves in the pavement suggested by Hanzato etal; corresponds with 
the theoretical results of Richart, Hall, and Woods (1970) in their discussion of vibratory wave fields 
in the ground. According to Richart et al., vibrational waves in an elastic half space (comparable to the 
earth with an air interface) are composed of three wave types: a primary or compression wave (P-wave ), 
ashear wave (S-:-wave), and a Rayleigh wave. ~e P-wave is characterized by three-dimensional 
dilatation~ and is thus irrotational. The S-wave, in contrast, is characterized by pure rotation. Both P-
and S-waves are solutions to the wave equation, 
are = 2v:z;;-
- VP ~, at2 
Compression wave (3a) 
a2mx,y,z 2V2ro 
--- = Vs COx,y,z' at 2 
Shear wave (3b) 
in which e represents dilatation and co represents rotation.about the respected subscripted axis. .The 
velocities, v and v. , of each individual wave are dependent entirely on ground characteristics. · s ·. p 
Unlike.the P- and S-waves the Rayleigh wave is dependent on the existence of_a free boundary 
for its propagation. Because of the boundary dependence, the Rayleigh wave' s amplitude decreases 
rapidly with depth from the surface. The propagation of the Rayleigh wave is characteristic of two wave 
equations, 
:{4a) 
a2\j/ = v/V'¾v, 
at 2 
(4b) 
one associated with velocity potential q> and the compressional wave, and the other with a Stokes 
function '¥ and the shear wave. 
The ~yleigh wave solution also satisfies a traction-free boundary condition. Richart, Hall, and 
Woods go on to explaln·that;P-.andS-waves attenuate.at a rate of 1/r as they travel.three dimensionally 
from the surface, while the Rayleigh wave attenuates. at a rate of Jlr112 two dimensionally ~cmg Jhe 
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boundary surface (with which we will be most concerned). Furthermore 67% of the vibrational wave 
energy is earned in the Rayleigh wave as opposed to 26% in the S-wave and 7% in the P-wave. From 
these energy and attenuation characteristics we may assume that the Rayleigh wave is of greatest interest 
in a traffic vibration problem. 
Two reports that discussed traffic vibrations created on bridges, Wang and Huang (1992) and 
Ward (1984), included useful insight on the dependencies of road surface roughness with the creation 
of vibrational wave fields. In both papers road surface roughness was measured by means of power 
spectral densities (PSDs) and a scale defined by Dodds and Robson (1973). These PSDs provide a 
statistical average of energy of vibration created by a road surface as a function of frequency. 
Wang and Huang also analyzed what they called an impact factor with respect to vehicle speed 
moving across the bridge. The impact factor is the ratio of the bridge response to the vehicle dynamic 
load-static load ratio (same components as in Eqn. (1)). The dynamic load is the primary source of 
ground vibration between the two components so the paper focused on what created the largest impact 
factor. Interestingly the bridge showed some consistencies in reaching maximum impact factors at 
vehicle speeds of 20 and 60 mph throughout various points on the bridge. Increasing the road surface 
roughness did greatly increase the impact factors but only changed the speed dependencies only at 
certain points along the bridge. Wang and· Huang discussed these results but could not make other 
conclusions regarding the speed dependencies of the bridge response. 
Two other papers (Inbanathan and Wieland 1987, Quinn and Van Wyk 1961) discussed bridge 
vibrational response with respect to speed and weight variations. lnbanathan and Wieland concluded that 
vibrational response increases with vehicle speed and increased ratio of vehicle weight to bridge support 
weight. Quinn and Van Wyk created a model of the bridge vehicle system and observed that specific 
vehicle speeds, surface roughness, and natural frequencies can excite maximum force responses within 
the bridge comparable to bridge natural frequencies. In their model the first maximum response occurred 
at a vehicle natural frequency of 15 Hz and an approximate vehicle speed of 471 mph. 
3. Testing Methods 
3.1. Site testing location selection 
The APS site has roads travelling all the 
way around the storage ring as well as inside and 
under the ring. To simulate maximum traffic 
disturbances everywhere about the site would be 
unfeasible. An assumption of where the most 
crucial traffic patterns occur was necessary to run 
a realistic number of tests. Figure 2. shows a 
map of the APS site. The distance from Rock 
Road_ on the north end to the road on the south 
end of the site is just over 1/4 of a mile. Two 
locations around the APS site, points (1) and (2) 
in Fig. 2 , were determined to be of primary 
concern for traffic-induced ground vibrations. 
The first location, point (1) on the map, 
was identified as the location where the greatest 
N 
Fig. 2. Map of the APS site. 
traffic is expected to occur near the experimental hall and storage ring building. This location is close 
to where the bulk of the operations and maintenance will be conducted. Another factor behind this 
location's susceptibility to traffic vibrations is that Argonne National Lab has plans to construct a 
hoteVdormitory for researchers across Rock Road from the experimental hall building. The projected 
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construction of the hotel is not planned to start until after the facility has begun operation. There will 
thus be a period of a year or two of operation when the hotel construction will cause traffic which could 
prematurely deteriorate the pavement causing excessive ground vibrations. 
Point (2) on the map would be the tunnel under the vacuum storage ring chamber and 
experimental hall at the south end of the site. This location is expected.to be most susceptible to vehicle 
vibrations due to the close proximity of the traffic. At this location ground vibrations created in the 
tunnel have almost no distance or time to· attenuate· before shaking· the supports of the building above. 
Fortunately the tunnel will not see the type of heavy. traffic that location ( 1) will experience and should 
be meticulously maintained. 
Although testing was originally planned for both locations, testing was only conducted at location 
(1). The storage ring and experimental hall building as well as the roads around location (2) are 
currently in early·· stages of construction, thus causing limited accessibility. Other factors such as the 
unavailability of heat for the testing equipment also made testing at location (2) unfeasible at this time. 
Testing was conducted at location (1) with intentions to develop a basic understanding of the traffic 
vibration dependencies. Further testing at location (2) may be conducted at a later · date by Argonne 
National Lab. 




(2) ?Seismometers (3) 
10' from wall Heated room 
(4) 
Testing at location (1) was conducted by 
driving a vehicle on Rock Road at different 
speeds with and without various pieces of lumber 
acting as potholes. Four seismometers (Teledyne 
Geotech S-500, range 1 to 100 Hz) were placed 
on 15" stakes driven into the ground between the 
road and experimental hall building. Two more 
seismometers were placed on plates glued to the 
8" thick concrete experimental hall foundation. A 
seventh seismometer was glued to a plate on the 
storage ring basemat, a 24" thick concrete 
foundation. The relative positions of the 
seismometers with respect to Rock Road and the 
experimental hall building is provided in Fig. 3. 
All seismometers were set to measure 
Fig. 3. Map of testing location. 
vertical accelerations. Each seismometer was given a foam casing made of pipe insulation to help 
maintain thermal equilibrium. The four outdoor seismometers were also covered with plastic bags for 
protection against the outdoor elements. The plastic bags flapping in the wind may have, in some 
instances, created unwanted additional vibration data. · 
Chords were then run from each seismometer into the experimental hall building to the heated 
· room in Fig. 3. · where they were then connected to a tape recorder and oscilloscope. Each seismometer 
was numbered according to Fig. 3. and recorded through the corresponding numbered channel. All 
channels were recorded on the same cassette tape simultaneously as tests were conducted. 
The testing was conducted on March 4, 1993, between 4:30 and 7:30 pm. The weather outside 
was varying between on and off rain and sleet at around 35°F. There was a brisk 20-30 mph northeast 
wind (wind chill 7°F) that may have created additional detected disturbances. The ground between the 
road and building where seismometers (1) through (4) were placed consisted of a soft watery clay · 
approximately ankle deep with seismometer 2 sitting in the center of a thicker puddle of mud and half 
frozen water. Below the mud the ground was believed to be frozen due to the difficulty of driving the 
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stakes into the ground: These ground characteristics are believed to be significant in the data readings 
for seismometers (1) through (4). 
After the equipment 
placement was completed 
and the seismometers 
appeared to be thermally 
stabilized with the 
channels calibrated, testing 
was conducted. The 42 
tests consisted of driving 
one of two vehicles on 
Rock Road over either 
smooth pavement or one of 
two bumps. The bumps 
consisted of either an 8' 
long 2x12 or an 8' long 
2x6 nailed to the 2x12 for 
1.5" and 3" bumps 
respectively. Each vehicle 
was driven over the three 
bump types at speed passes 
of 5, 10, 15, and 20 mph. 
Each vehicle did two 
Fig. 4. Vehicle 1 bitting a 1.5'' bump. 
passes at each speed, first on smooth pavement, then with the 2x12, and finally with both pieces of 
lumber. Vehicle 1 is shown driving over the 1.5" bump (2x12 alone) in Fig. 4 with seismometer 1 inside 
its casing and plastic bag placed in front of the wheel. A detailed description of each pass is provided 
in Table 1 of the Appendix. 
Vehicle 1 which was a '78 Ford F350 flatbed pickup did the first set of tests. Vehicle 1 weighed 
approximately 7200 lbs and had a wheelbase of 161". Vehicle 2 was a '90 Dodge Dakota shortbed 
pickup approximately 3500 lbs with a 113" wheelbase. Vehicle 2 was observed to have a considerably 
softer suspension than vehicle 1. 
Following each vehicles speed passes, tests were conducted to try and observe the dynamic 
characteristics of each vehicle at seismometer 1. Each vehicle was left idling for approximately half a 
minute in an effort to pick up engine idle frequencies. Next the front and rear bumpers were displaced 
and released (separately) to try and identify suspension natural frequencies. Following vehicle 2's 
dynamics tests the tapes were run for an additional hour to detect background noise before quitting. 
3.3. Data analysis 
All of the recorded data were contained on one cassette tape. During the testing the tape was 
stopped in between each pass and the counter on the tape was noted before and after each test. To 
insure a successful test an oscilloscope, that was also connected to the channels (usually left on channel 
1), and a small led display on the recorder were used to indicate whether or not a pass was received. 
The recorded data were next processed with the aid of a Zonic A&D FFf (fast Fourier transform) 
analyzer. The same recorder that was used for the testing was then connected channel to channel to the 
analyzer. The analyzer was set up to display 14 windows on its monitor-7 windows were set to display 
acceleration amplitude versus time for each seismometer while the other 7 displayed acceleration 
amplitude versus frequency. · After each channel was set to match the corresponding gain from the 
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testing, the tape was played for the duration of a single pass. If the analyzer picked up the anticipated 
response the graphs would then be converted to useful axis ranges and printed. Following each print 
job the tape was fast forwarded to the next test for retransmission to the analyzer. This process was 
done only once for each speed, vehicle, and bump size test despite the two passes. The extra pass for 
each test was taken only as a backup. 
Following the creation of all the ground acceleration histories and frequency spectrum diagrams, 
comparisons of attributes in these graphs were made to try and form conclusions. The graphs attributes . 
were analyzed to find consistencies in vehicle velocity and weight dependencies as well as relationships 
from the different types of bump responses. Specific frequencies depicted in the frequency spectrum 
diagrams were considered and compared with frequencies associated with vehicle dynamic components. 
Finally the attenuation and coupling behavior of the traveling waves were examined and maximum 
amplitudes observed on the storage ring basemat were compared with APS criteria. 
4. Results 
4.1. Properties of the ground acceleration histories and frequency spectrum graphs 
Of the 43 tests, we processed half of them each with approximately seven acceleration histories 
and seven frequency spectrums for a total of 300 graphs. To make useful interpretations of these graphs 
required the use of qualitative judgement as opposed to quantitative analysis. Some similarities from 
test to test were quite obvious while other results required a bit of imagination. There of course is more 
information in these graphs than has been deduced; however, to extract all this information could take 
a life time. 
The ground acceleration 
amplitude versus time of vehicle 1 
traveling at 5 mph over a 3" bump 
is shown in Fig. 5. The 
characteristics of this graph is 
indicative of what most of the 
tests yielded for acceleration 
history diagrams. One of the most 
apparent properties of this diagram 
is the two sets of distinct impulses 
separated over time. Each set is 
believed to be associated with an 
axle hitting the bump. An impulse 
appears to be created both when 
the axle's tires go up the bump as 
well as when the tires come down. 
Vehicle 1, the heavier flatbed 
pickup, had more weight over its 
rear axle than front axle and 
accordingly appeared to display a 
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Fig. S. Ground acceleration history of veb. 1 on 3" bump at S mph, 
detected by seismometer 1. 
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axle impulses. Vehicle 2 showed opposite behavior by creating its largest disturbance with the front axle 
impulses. Vehicle 2 had more weight supported by the front axle than the rear which corresponded with 
the vehicle's behavior as seen in these diagrams. 
The impulses associated with the acceleration history graphs became less distinct and more 
rounded together when observed by seismometers of increased distance. The seismometers placed inside 
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the APS building appeared to only pickup two impulses from each pass; one impulse for each axle. This 
rounding of impulses with increased distance can be associated with many variables: the vanishing 
presence of the body waves (P- and S-waves); the different wave velocities of the body waves and 
corresponding components of the Rayleigh waves as observed in the wave equations; inconsistencies in 
the ground density and coupling behavior between the ground and APS foundations. Following the 
impulses of each axle are oscillations of the vehicles's suspensions. These oscillations can best be seen 
when the diagrams are observed at a smaller time scale. Vehicle 2, which had a much softer (less stiff) 
suspension than vehicle 1, had more distinguishable oscillations of this type. 
The process of running 
each test through a fast Fourier 
transform created frequency .-.. 
N 
spectrum diagrams (plots of ~ 
-
acceleration amplitude versus c 
frequency) to show which waves § 
created the largest impulses. The . 8 
frequency spectrum diagrams ._, 0 
varied considerably from § ~ 
seismometer to seismometer and •.;j 
test to test. The frequency . _ ~ 
spectrum of vehicle 2 traveling at "Q) 
20 mph over the 1.5" bump as 8 
detected by seismometer 7 is <C 
0\ 
provided in Fig. 6. Seismometer 
7' s frequency spectrums were 
considered in more detail than 
most of the others because of its 
~ --t-....__._ _ __._ __ __,_ ___ ....... ~-+--''-&""'-'-'-'-'-"'--:.....&~..:;._i..;.;i..:.I.;../-' 
location's susceptibility to violate 
the APS criteria. The large 
amplitudes depicted in Fig. 6 are 
0 50 
Frequency (Hz) 
Fig. 6. Frequency spectrum of vehicle 2 over 1.5" bump at 20 mph, 
detected at seismometer 7. 
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characteristic of frequency responses that were consistently found in many of the tests. Theses 
frequencies are specifically 8, 13, 18, and 24 Hz, with the largest displacement responses coming from 
the 13 and 8 Hz responses respectively. A 40 to 45 Hz response was also consistently detected in the 
outside seismometers, however, this frequency was seldom detected indoors.· 
The acceleration amplitude in these diagrams can be easily converted to displacement amplitude 
due to the harmonic relationships between acceleration, velocity, and displacement. The division of the 
acceleration amplitude by its angular frequency squared gives displacement amplitude (180° out of 
phase). Angular frequency, oo, is obtained by multiplying frequency in Hz by 21t. Because of the factor 
of l/(21tf)2in the conversion to displacement, acceleration amplitude at higher frequencies will be much 
smaller in proportion to lower frequencies after the conversion to displacement. Likewise a smaller 
acceleration amplitude at a lower frequency will have more of an amplitude associated with it after the 
conversion to displacement than a higher frequency amplitude. With this conversion in mind one can 
see that the amplitude of the 5 Hz response in Fig. 6 is greater in displacement units than the 24 Hz 
response. This conversion to displacement units was an important consideration when com.paring the 
responses with the APS vibration criteria which are also in units of displacement. 
4.2. Ground vibration attenuation and coupling behavior 
Ground acceleration amplitudes decreased at different rates between the 42 tests and 7 
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seismometer locations. Some of these changes in 
attenuation between the seismometers could be 
explained theoretically anct.·were thus expected. 
Other changes were not always explainable. One 
reason for the variations in data was the 
ineffectiveness .of . specific seismome~rs at 
specific times. ln Fig. 7. a logari.tlunic adjusted 
average of acceleration amplitude for each vehicle 
and bump size versus linear distance is shown. 
The position of seismometers are marked with a 
triangle. The APS foundation begins at 165', just 
between the 4th,~d 5th seismometer. As can be 
seen in the figure, seismometer 4 created the least 
consistent data. In many tests the maximum 
amplitude at seismometer 4 was higher than the 
responses at seismometer 3 or even seismometer 
300-------------------0 so JOO ISO 200 
Distance (ft) 
Fig. 7. Ground acceleration amplitude versus distance for 
vehicles over both bumps. 
2. We believe that part of this problem was due to the presence of wave reflections off of the APS 
foundation. Seismometer 2 which was sitting in the large half frozen puddle, also .created problems by 
not always providing quantifiable data, as apparent by.the absence of a mark m the vehicle 1, 3" bump 
plot in Fig. 7. . 
The vehicle 1, 1.5" average in Fig.7. best shows how the acceleration amplitudes vary with 
distance from the source. At first amplitudes decrease very rapidly with distance due to the fast 
disappearance of the body waves; characteristic of the large negative slope between seismometers 1 and 
2. Beyond a certain point around 50', body waves are no longer detectable and amplitude decreases at 
a slower rate wlth distance until the APS foundation is reached. Very little amplitude appears.to be lost 
upon coupling to the foundation, however, the Rayleigh wave amplitude· now decreases with distance 
at a faster rate than it did while traveling through the ground. This behavior can be seen by the more 
negative slope between seismometers 5 and 7 than seismometers 2 and 4. 
All speed passes that were done with bumps for both vehicles hacl some successful coupling to 
the APS foundations, as can be seen by the amplitudes in Fig. 7. While coupling was observed in these 
tests many of the amplitudes at higher frequencies were lost in the coupling process. The 45 Hz 
frequency response that was mentioned early wasn't usually coupled to the A.PS basemats though it was 
consistently. detected closer to· the road. This filtering of higher frequencies can be seen in the frequency 
spectrum of Fig. 6. where no coupling was observed above 24 Hz even though several harmonics· around 
45 and 55 Hz were observable at seismometers 1 through 4 during the same .pass .. The speed passes that 
were done without bumps also didn't appear to have any vibrations coupled to the basemats for either 
vehicle. Therefore bumps or potholes must be present for coupling to occur between the ground and 
APS basemats and some filtering of harmonics may take place. 
4.3. Vehicle weight, velocity and bump size dependencies 
In Fig. 7. there appears to be little dependence on bump size for ground accelerations created by 
either vehicle. For. vehicle 1 the largest amplitudes created at each seismometer varied between the 1.5" 
and 3" passes. The smaller bump consistently created the greatest responses at .all locations for .vehicle 
2. This lack of dependence on bump size contrasts with what was theoretically expected in accordance 
with the passes done without bumps. The speed passes done for both vehicles without a bump created 
responses 0that were considerably smaller than the passes done with a bump .. The author likewise 
expected that the 3" bump would create considerably larger responses than the 1.5" ,.bump. This lack 
of dependence on bump size is probablyindicative of the controLexhibited by 'other factors. · 
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One testing parameter that created results reflecting theoretical expectations was the dependence 
of maximum ground accelerations on vehicle weight. As shown in Fig. 7, the heavier vehicle, vehicle 
1, induced larger responses under all circumstances than vehicle 2. Vehicle 2's axle impulses from the 
ground acceleration history plots were more rounded than vehicle 1 's. This rounding off behavior may 
be related to the stiffness of the vehicle's suspension which may have reduced the magnitude of the 
largest ground accelerations for the vehicle's tests. What remains to be seen is how much of vehicle 
1 's larger responses was due to weight and how much was due to a higher suspension stiffness. 
Under most circumstances vehicle velocity 
appeared to have a direct relationship in creating 
increased responses. Fig. 8. shows the ratio of 
average ground acceleration amplitude (to 
amplitude at 5 mph) versus velocity for the two 
vehicles traveling over bumps. Both vehicles 
showed a direct increase in response ratio with 
vehicle velocity with the presence of bumps under 
all circumstances. What is not shown in this 
diagram is the velocity dependence of the 
vehicles without bumps. Interestingly the passes 
done without bumps experienced a slight decrease 
in ground acceleration response with increased 
velocity. 
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Fig. 8. Velocity dependence of ground acceleration 
amplitude. 
4.4. Detection of specific frequencies and comparison with APS vibration criteria 
Several specific frequencies were apparent throughout the tests. By conducting engine idle and 
suspension displacement tests an attempt was made to identify these frequencies with frequencies from 
the vehicle dynamic components. ~ 
Figure 9 shows the suspension test ('f"l 
of vehicle 1 while idling. The two ;;--
peaks in this diagram, at 17 and ~ 
43 Hz, correspond with peaks 8 
consistently noticeable in the u 
speed passes. The conversion to ·s 
displacement units would show the ...._ 0 
17 Hz response to be larger than § ~ 
the 43 Hz response. The author •.;;j 
~ suspects that the 17 Hz response 0 
to be created by either the o 
suspension natural frequency or a 8 
harmonic of the natural frequency. <t:: 
The 43 Hz response is likely then 
associated with the 1st or 2nd If") 
harmonic of the engine idle rpm. 
Vehicle 2 had similar peaks in its 
suspension test. The largest pel:lks 
occurred at· 28 and 45 Hz while 
smaller peaks could also be 
-
~t •. 
i,Ji ~ ···~ 
0 
.w,. ~ lA .l 1 
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Fig. 9. Frequencies of the vehicle 1 suspension test at idle. 
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observed at 13 and 5 Hz. The presence of additional peaks in vehicle 2's tests supports the possibility 
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of detecting harmonics from the vehicle's dynamic components. Vehicle 2 idled at approximately the 
same rpm as vehicle 1 so the 43-45 Hz responses are likely to be associated with these engine 
frequencies. Furthermore during the bump passes this 43-45 Hz response was not usually coupled to 
the APS foundations. A source as small in magnitude as the engine rpm compared to other frequencies 
would theoretically have trouble coupling in such a situation to any significant magnitude. 
Frequencies created by the two sets of axle impulses and twin tire impulse periods were suspected 
of creating responses and being present in the frequency spectrum diagrams. Vehicle 2 traveling at 20 
mph over the 1.5" bump was used to mathematically calculate what these frequencies would occur. This 
pass was used because it would yield the highest frequencies from this type of source due to the smaller 
wheelbase of vehicle 2 and peak velocity of this pass; causing the shortest possible period, T, for this 
source. By dividing J by the period in seconds, the period being the duration between impulses, the 
frequency in Hertz was calculated. For this pass the frequency associated with the impulse duration 
between axles was calculated to be 3.3 Hz; low enough to be partially controlled by the APS feedback 
systems. The frequency calculated for the duration between impulses associated with one axle was 
higher at approximately 5.5 Hz. This frequency may have been detected during some tests but never 
appeared to be of significant magnitude. 
The largest frequency responses exhibited by vehicle 1 traveling over either bump, as detected 
by seismometer 7, were converted to displacement and compared with APS vibration criteria. Only these 
tests were checked for lying within the criteria because according to Fig. 7, which showed average 
amplitude versus distance for both vehicles, vehicle 1 was consistently inducing the larger responses at 
this location. The largest displacement observed on the storage ring at seismometer 7 was .0074 µm 
as induced by vehicle 1 at 15 mph over the 3" bump. Most other peak disturbances were lower around 
the order of a hundredth of the smallest APS vibration criteria (in the vertical orientation). We can 
therefore safely assume that the APS vibration criteria will not be violated by a traffic source at this 
location. 
5. Conclusions 
The most important conclusion to be made from the testing is that traffic-induced ground 
vibrations are successfully coupled to both the storage ring and engineering hall basemats. Although 
the coupling is a significant characteristic, traffic vibrations still should not violate APS vibration criteria 
under any circumstances due to the amplitudes on the storage ring being less than the criteria by an order 
of at least 10. Also because of the very strong attenuation characteristics between seismometers (5) 
through (7), any vibration that has origins on a road outside the facility will be reduced in magnitude 
quite significantly by the engineering hall basemat before it reaches the storage ring. On another note, 
ground vibrations did not attenuate very quickly between the road and engineering hall building (between 
seismometers 2 and 4) in comparison with attenuation in the foundations. It may be assumed that a 
ground vibration source farther away from the facility could be almost as detrimental as a source that 
is very close. 
Another importan~ factor to be taken into consideration is the dependency of maximum 
amplitudes on vehicle weight and velocity with the presence of bumps or defects. Although the actual 
defect size did not play a major role in affecting the ground disturbances, the responses did consistently 
increase directly with vehicle weight and velocity. Other vehicle parameters such as suspension stiffness 
may also have a direct relationship in inducing larger disturbances. 
Judging from the various frequency spectrum plots obtained there is evidence that vehicle traffic 
may excite frequencies or harmonics characteristic of the suspension natural frequency or engine rpm. 
The frequency associated with the suspension appears to likely be the source of the greatest traffic-
induced ground vibration disturbance. Other frequencies resulting from ·the impact of the tires going up 
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and down the bump are also occasionally detectable as low frequency responses. 
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8. Appendix 
Table 1. Vehicle pass information 
Pass# Vehicle# Speed Bump size Comments 
(1 or 2) (mph) (inches) 
1 1 5 0 
2 1 5-10 0 Backing up 
3 1 10 0 
4 1 15 0 
5 1 20 0 
6 1 25 0 2nd vehicle 
7 1 5 1.5 Ch. 1 ovrld 
8 1 5 1.5 Ch: 1,2 ovrld 
9 1 10 1.5 
10 1 10 1.5 
11 1 15 1.5 
12 1 15 1.5 
13 1 20 1.5 
14 1 20 1.5 
15 1 5- 3 
16 1 5 3 
17 1 10 3 
18 1 10 3 
19 1 15 3 
20 1 15 3 
21 1 0 NA Idle 
22 1 0 NA Suspension 
23 2 5 0 
24 2 10 0 
25 2 15 0 
"26 2 20 0 
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Pass# Vehicle# Speed Bump size Comments 
(1 or 2) (mph) (inches) 
27 2 25 0 
28 2 5 1.5 
29 2 5 1.5 
30 2 10 1.5 
31 2 10 1.5 
32 2 15 1.5 
33 2 15 1.5 
34 2 20 1.5 
35 2 20 1.5 
36 2 5 3 
37 2 5 3 
I 
38 2 10 3 
39 2 10 3 
40 2 15 3 
41 2 0 NA idle 
42 2 0 NA Suspension 
43 2 NA NA Background 
,. -- .. 
Elevated Temperature Creep of Squeeze-Cast Aluminum 
Reinforced with Short Fib~r Al20 3 and SiC Particulates 
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Abstract.-Creep tests have been conducted on aluminum composites, 
manufactured by squeeze"casting, to determine if fiber-frax-reinforced 
aluminum would be suitable for use in a diesel engine. Tests have been 
conducted on base aluminum, aluminum-reinforced with SiC particulates, 
and on fiber~frax-reinforced aluminum. Eac;l) specimen was subjected to 
· a constant load and constant temperature. The steady:-:state creep-rate for 
the· SiC-reinforced aluminum is less than that of the base material, and the 
steady-state creep-rate of the fiber-frax-reinforced aluminum is less than 
that of the SiC-reinforced aluminum. Fiber-frax-reinforced aluminum 
offers excellent creep resistance and relatively small dimensional changes. 
1. Introduction 
One motivation for using a composite material is· to obtain material properties that. are superior 
to the monolithic materials that are traditionally used in engineering. A composite consists of a matrix 
material and a reinforcing material embedded in the matrix. Material selection and orientation is 
dependent on the composites' intended use. Generally, the matrix material's primary function is to hold 
the composite system together, to provide structural stability, and to transfer load to the reinforcement. 
The reinforcing materials' function is to control the deformation of the composite (Agarwal and 
Broutman 1990). For example, :fiberglass is a fairly common composite in which the glass fibers are 
embedded in an epoxy-resin matrix to produce a high-strength· lightweight composite. 
Traditionally, composites have been used in instances where high · specific strength or a high 
specific modulus was of great importance, such as in the aerospace industry. However, use of 
composites is no longer restricted to aircraft structures. Composites are rapidly being integrated into 
many different industrial enterprises. Specifically, the use of composite materi.als in engine components 
is presently an area of industrial research because of the desire to. producy more efficient engines. 
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The ideal internal combustion engine is one that is lightweight and operates at high temperatures. 
By increasing the temperature of the combustion gases, relative to ambient air temperature, the thermal 
cycle efficiency is improved (Lindeburg 1990), resulting in decreased fuel consumption and 
environmental pollution. Engine performance is also enhanced by using lightweight materials. 
Lightweight engine components reduce inertial effects, and hence eliminate some vibrational 
problems (Kurath 1992). 
Since higher working temperatures are desirable, the engine components must be able to 
withstand harsh environments. During the combustion cycle, a piston undergoes a loading cycle and a 
temperature cycle. Therefore, resistance to fatigue and creep are of great significance. Because 
aluminum is lightweight and easily machinable, it is potentially a good material to use. However, the 
creep resistance of aluminum and its alloys is insufficient at temperatures greater than 200-250°C. 
Attempts to reinforce aluminum, so as to broaden its service temperature range, are currently being 
investigated primarily with particulate SiC, and some work has also been done with short fiber Al20 3• 
Silicon carbide has been shown to offer excellent creep resistance (House et al. 1991, Lin and Becher 
1991, Nieh et al. 1988) but it is expensive, whereas Al20 3 is relatively inexpensive but does not improve 
creep resistance when compared to that of SiC. It was proposed that a combination of SiC particulates 
and short fiber Al20 3, called fiber-frax (an insulating material), could provide adequate creep resistance. 
Since fiber-frax is less expensive than SiC (Kurath 1992), the potential exists for significant cost savings 
if a fiber-frax-reinforced aluminum piston can be used. 
A typical creep curve for a specimen at a constant temperature and constant load is shown in 
Fig. 1. The primary and tertiary regions are states of transient creep, whereas the secondary region is 
one of steady-state creep. Since primary and 
tertiary creep occurs over a short period of time, 








Fig. 1. Typical creep curves at constant 
load and constant temperature. 
objective, for a component with an extended · 
service life, is to increase the amount of time 
spent in the secondary region. The strain rate is 
given by the slope de/dt. To increase the amount 
of time to rupture, the strain rate must be 
decreased. If higher loads, either thermal or 
mechanical, are placed on the specimen, the strain 
rate increases and the time to rupture decreases. 
Manufacturing composite pistons, by 
squeeze-casting also offers the potential of cost 
reduction. The advantage of using a casting 
method is that casting produces component parts 
into a near net shape, which reduces the amount 
of subsequent machining operations. The 
processes of squeeze-casting are different from those of traditional casting methods. In traditional 
casting techniques the metal is melted, poured into a mold, and then cooled. Squeeze-casting is a new 
casting method for producing metal-matrix composites, in which the temperature of mixture is not 
increased to the melting temperature. Instead, the matrix is finely ground and mixed with the reinforcing 
materials. Then, pressure and heat are used to facilitate bonding between the matrix and the reinforcing 
materials, and to achieve desired density. In squeeze casting, flow of the composite is not desirable. 
In the next section, a literature review is presented on the topics of squeeze-casting, creep 
controlling mechanisms, and reinforced aluminum. In Section 3, a model that has previously been used 
to predict creep behavior with engineering materials is presented. In Section 4, information on specimen 
preparation and the testing method is stated. In Section 5, experimental results of the base aluminum, 
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SiC-reinforced aluminum and the fiber-frax-reinforced aluminum are presented and discussed~ Finally, 
in· section 6, ·conclusions are drawn. 
2. Literature Review 
2.1. Squeeze-casting 
In a squeeze-cast metal-matrix composite, the matrix is ground into a fine powder and mixed with 
the reinforcing materials. The mixture is then injected into a die where heat, and then pressure, are also 
applied to the mixture. For squeeze-casting aluminum, heat is added until the temperature is around 
850°C (just·below the melting temperature). The temperature is kept less than the melting temperature 
because undesirable segregation of the reinforcement would occur if the liquid state were reached. Semi-
solid viscoris flow helps maintain the previously uniform distribution of the reinforcements. Low-
viscosity flow of a liquid matrix would also cause unwanted anisotropic behavior (Henriksen 1990). 
Pressure, around 100 MPa, is also applied to reduce the void content, to achieve desired.density, and to 
help promote chemical bo~ding of the constituents. After the composite hafcooled, it is then ejected 
from the mold and ultrasonically inspected to detect voids (Geiger and Walker 1991). In squeeze-casting 
it is important to manufacture a part that is free of voids, because voids reduce the creep resistance as 
well as the strength of the composite {Geiger and Walker 1991). If the con;iposite passes inspection, it 
is taken: to 0be machined to final dimensions. Although the specific details of the squeeze-casting 
manufacturing • process are proprietary, a microstructure that minimizes the effect of flaws, can be 
produced (Henriksen 1990). 
2.2. Creep mechanisms 
In the temperature region T > 0.5 Tm, where Tm is the absolute melting temperature, creep 
behavior muStbe considered (Meyers and Chawla 1984). The mechanisms that control creep can be 
divided into four major groups: diffusion creep, dislocation glide, dislocation climb, and grain-boundary 
sliding (Meyers and Chawla 1984). However, it cannot be determined which mechanism controls creep 
until the part in question isremoved andinspected with an electron microscope. Often there are multiple 
mechanisms that control deformation. Diffusion creep · is the process by which vacancies migrate 
throughout the material. As the vacancies move, atoms fill the space previously occupied by· the 
vacancies. · Drie to the rearrangement of the atoms, · the atomic arrangement tends to more. closely 
resemble the crystallographic arrangement of a perfect crystalline structure~ This results in a local 
relaxation of the stress, and a macroscopic deformation. 
A dislocation is denoted by an upside-down ''T'' and represents the addition of an extra half-
plane of atoms, as shown in Fig. 2(a). At higher 
stresses or temperatures, the dislocations can 
move more easily within a crystallographic lattice 
in a direction that is perpendicular to the slip 
plane. The slip plane is illustrated in Fig. 2(a). 
Movement of dislocations in this manner is called 
dislocation glide. In many engineering materials, 
dislocations will continue to move until they 
encounter an obstacle (reinforcing material or 
grain boundary). The dislocations can get around 
the obstacles by dislocation climb, as shown in 
Fig. _2(b). The dislocation climb mechanism 
works principally by dislocation glide and the 
diffusion of vacancies (Meyers and Chawla 








Fig. 2. Dislocation creep mechanisms. 
(a) Schematic representation of a dislocation. 
(b) Sketch of dislocation climb. 
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location of the dislocation and cause the location of the ''T'' to move upward. When the extra half-
plane junction is above the level of the particle, the dislocation will continue to glide, causing additional 
macroscopic deformation of the specimen. 
As shown in Fig. 3, grain-boundary sliding occurs between two or more different grain interfaces 
and is simply the movement of the one grain relative to the other. The melting temperature is usually 
lower for the grain-boundary material in 
comparison to that of the grains, so that 
A deformation occurs more easily at the grain 
I boundary. When a load is applied, the vacancies 
\ 
~ain Sliding that are present in the microstructure tend to 
\ \ diffuse to a triple-point in the microstructure, and 
may then coalesce to form a cavity. The triple-
points are regions of high stress concentrations. 
When a cavity is formed, the grain-boundary is 
unstable and sliding occurs. Grain-boundary 
sliding is also significant in cases where there is 
♦ a large amount of plasticity, which usually occurs 
in the tertiary region (Meyers and Chawla 1984). 
Applied Sttess It should be noted that these four mechanisms of 
Fig. 3. Sketch of the interface 
between four different grain boundaries. 
creep are for general cases. Many actual 
materials are more likely to experience a 
combination of two or more of these mechanisms. 
2.3. SiC and Al2O3 reinforced aluminum 
Much of the research on aluminum-matrix composites has been concentrated on SiC 
reinforcements; there is little information on the creep behavior of Al2O3-reinforced aluminum. 
However, in the literature on creep of reinforced aluminum, addition of SiC or Al2O3 always resulted 
in increasing the creep resistance of the base material. It has been found that SiC-reinforced aluminum 
has better creep resistance than A12O3-reinforced aluminum (House et al. 1991, Lin and Becher 1991, 
Nieh et al. 1988). A high fiber volume fraction and large aspect ratio was also seen to improve the 
creep resistance; however, Morimoto et al. (1988) found that misorientation of fibers made the analysis 
difficult and debonding of the matrix-fiber interfaces could result in increasing the creep rate. 
DeArellano-Lopez et al. (1990) concluded that the reinforcing material seemed to pin the dislocations 
and to prevent sliding, thus decreasing the creep rate. 
After a specimen has been tested, the mechanism controlling creep is investigated by using 
electron microscopy. Sometimes conclusions about creep mechanisms are highly subjective, and may 
vary from person to person. For example, Lin et al. (1991) found that the creep resistance of SiC-
reinforced aluminum at elevated temperatures was due to grain-boundary sliding, and that dislocation 
climb was not observed to be of significance. However, Bayce et al. (1960), found that for all 
temperatures above 0.55 Tm, the creep process was controlled by the rate of dislocation climb. Still 
others (Gong and Hsu 1991) found that creep was induced by dislocation climb and void nucleation. 
3. Theory 
The majority of the researchers who have investigated the effects of reinforcing materials on the 
creep rate have assumed a vacancy-diffusion process. The diffusion of vacancies is modeled as a rate 
equation, analogous to capacitor discharging, so that the creep rate has the form 
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e = Be -1!,.QJRT ' (1) 
where Bis a frequency factor, AQ is the activation energy, Tis the absolute temperature, and R is the 
universal gas constant. As seen in Fig. 4, the creep-rate is load dependent. The thermal dependency 
is already present in the rate equation, however, the 
mechanical dependency is not. One of the proposed 
modifications to the rate-diffusion equation that 
reflects the experimentally observed stress 
dependence has the form 
e = A<J'le -1!,.Q/RT ' (2) w 
ci ·a 
l:l where A is a modified frequency factor and n is the v:i 
stress exponent. This power law creep rate is usually 
attributed to Sherby and Dom (Sherby et al. 1954). 
The frequency factor and the stress exponent are 
constants that are determined experimentally. IfAQ 
is assumed to be a constant, then three different stress 
levels, at constant temperature, are required in order 
to determine n. 
Time, t 
Fig. 4. Creep curves for three 
different stress levels. 
There is little agreement as to the functional dependence of the activation energy. Dom suggests 
that the activation energy is a universal constant (Sherby et al. 1954), whereas others consider it to be 
a function of the applied stress (Larson and Miller 1952). If the activation energy is assumed to be a 
function of the applied stress, then it must determined experimentally. Although AQ = f(cr), a direct 
functional relationship, analogous to Eqn. (2), between AQ and cr is difficult to write. Most researchers 
have employed graphical techniques to implement this theory. For the case of relatively low stress levels 
and low temperatures, the activation energy may be assumed to be constant, in which case the typical 
value of the stress exponent has been found to be about 5 (Nieh et al. 1988, House et al. 1991). For 
high stress levels and temperatures, the power-law creep rate breaks down (Morimoto et al. 1988), and 
the value of the stress exponent has been found to be around 20 (Nieh et al. 1988, House et al. 1991). 
The power-law creep model has been shown to agree well with experimental results for metals 
without reinforcements, and a mixed results when applied to composite materials. The non-homogenous 
anisotropy, attributed to reinforcements with an aspect ratio greater than two, causes a breakdown in the 
theory. It was found (Nieh et al. 1988) that the results from SiC whisker and particulate reinforced 
aluminum agreed with the power-law creep rate, attributed to a small aspect ratio and a homogeneous 
dispersion of the reinforcement. Also, under variable temperatures for aluminum, the power-law creep 
rate appears to agree well with experimental results (Cho and Findley 1984). 
4. Experimental Procedure 
4.1. Specimen preparation 
The creep specimens tested were fiber-frax-reinforced aluminum, SiC-reinforced aluminum, and 
base aluminum "dog-bone" specimens. The test specimens were manufactured by squeeze-casting, and 
shipped by an outside agency. The diameter of the cross section is about 1/4 in., the gage length is 
about 1/2 in., the ends are threaded to UNC 1/2-13, and the gage length of the specimen is polished to 
a two-micron finish. 
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4.2. Testing method 
The creep specimens were tested in a lever-arm tester, as shown in Fig. 5. The lever-arm tester 
consists of a rigid frame, a lever-arm to transfer the load to the specimen, and an oven to conduct high 
temperature experiments. Load is transmitted through the lever arm to the specimen by adding weights 
to the weight pan. The beam supplies a 20: 1 load ratio, and the maximum capacity of the test machine 
is 90 kN. 
The oven can be programmed for either constant or variable temperature cycles, and is equipped 
with three temperature zones so that temperature gradients can be minimized. For this experiment the 
Fig. 5. Photograph of the 
lever-arm testing macltine. 
oven was set at a constant temperature for the 
duration of each experiment. A high-temperature 
extensometer was employed to measure deformation 
of the specimen. At different combinations of load 
and temperature, creep data were recorded for base 
aluminum and for the two types of reinforced 
aluminum. The two testing temperatures were 300°C 
and 380°C, and the stresses were between 10 and 
60 MPa. 
The first step in conducting the experiment 
was to check the threads on the specimen to make 
sure that the specimen could be installed into the 
fixture without twisting the specimen. Subjecting the 
specimen to torsion would affect the experimental 
results. An anti-seize compound was then applied to 
the threads and then the specimen was screwed into 
the fixture. The anti-seize compound helps alleviate 
problems with removal from the grips after extended 
periods at elevated temperature. Next, the 
extensometer, with a 1/2 in. gage length, was attached 
to the specimen. (Calibration of the extensometer had 
been performed with a digital caliper with an accuracy 
of 0.001 inches before testing began.) Care was taken 
so that the knife edges of the extensometer did not 
unnecessarily gouge the surface. Next, the specimen and the extensometer were placed into the oven; 
four thermocouples were placed in contact with the specimen; and electrical cables were attached to the 
extensometer. Two thermocouples were positioned at the top and bottom of the specimen, and the other 
two were placed at the middle of the of the specimen. The thermocouples are used to measure the actual 
specimen temperature. Position of the thermocouples along with the furnace controls were used to avoid 
excessive (>±5°C) temperature gradients. The extensometer was zeroed and the lever arm was balanced 
to zero load. Once the specimen was installed and the correct temperature was achieved, the data 
acquisition system was turned on and the desired load was applied to the specimen. 
The data acquisition system consists of a computer with 16-bit resolution on a ±10 volt scale. 
A transducer connects the data acquisition system to the instrumentation of the test machine and converts 
the measured quantities to voltages. The computer then records the load and deformation data every 
0.1 hr. Load data were recorded to assure that a constant load remained on the specimen. Deformation 
data were recorded to determine the strains of the specimen. The extensometer was calibrated so that 
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After the specimen was tested to failure, the data from the computer was transferred into a 
spreadsheet where the load and deflection voltages were converted to engineering values by using the 
conversion· factors. Stress and strain were then calculated using the basic relationships 
and 
p 
(j = - , 
A 
where e is the strain, AL is the change in length of the specimen, L0 is the gage length, cr is the stress, 
P is the applied load, and A is the cross-sectional area. Once the strains were calculated, strain was 
plotted as a function of time to obtain a creep curve. 
5. Experimental Results 
5.1. Creep curves 
Shown in Fig. 6 are the results from the completed creep tests at 300°C. The label A356 is a 
reference to the SiC-particulate-reinforced aluminum, 20% by volume. The total creep curve for the · 
fiber-frax-reinforced aluminum is 
not shown in Fig. 6. Initially, the 0.14: 
stress level was at 40 MPa, but Baae AI @ ao MPa 
after eleven days and relatively 0.12 
little deformation, the test was Base Al c 35 MPa 
stopped and the stress level was 0.10 
increased to 50 MPa. The test 
then ran for another eleven days, 
was stopped, and the stress level 
was increased to 60 MPa, where 
failure of the specimen occurred in 
about 24 hours. Only one of the 
three curves, obtained for the 
fiber-frax-reinforced aluminum, is 
shown in Fig. 6 because the strain 
rate for all three stress levels were 
too small to be differentiated 
easily. 
As was expected the 
specimens subjected to higher 
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Fig. 6. Creep curves for aluminum 
and its composites at 300°C. 
300 350 
subjected to lower stresses. There are three important items to be noticed in Fig. 6. First, comparing 
A356 at 30 MPa to the base aluminum at the same stress level, one can see that the time to failure was 
smaller for the A356 specimen, and that the failure strain was also reduced for the A356 specimen. 
Second, by adding reinforcements the steady-state strain rate was reduced. Finally, the strain rate of the 
fiber-frax-reinforced aluminum was nearly constant throughout the test. The fiber-frax-reinforced 
specimen exhibited little primary creep and no tertiary creep. 
Occasionally some electronic "noise" would cause two or three data points to have extremely 
large values, or even· a sign change. The noise is of thermal origin, and· tends to plague all kinds of 
sensitive measurements (Horowitz and Hill 1989). Extreme.data values were replaced by an average of 
the preceding and the following data values. 
Shown in Fig. 7 are the results from the completed tests at 380°C. The strains of the fiber-frax.-
reinforced aluminum specimens are so small compared with those of base aluminum, that the failure 
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0.06~--r-,---,-------------------, strains of the base aluminum were 
not plotted in order to show more 
clearly the fiber-frax curves. The 
failure strains of the base 
aluminum specimens were 
approximately 0.25 and 0.36 at 
stresses of 20 MPa and 15 MPa, 
respectively. Again, it should be 
noted that the strain rate for the 
fiber-frax-reinforced aluminum 
was very small, that there is little 
primary creep, and that there is no 
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Fig. 7. Creep curve for aluminum 
and its composites at 380°C. 
50 
5.2. Fracture surfaces 
60 The photographs of the 
fracture surfaces . shown were 
obtained using a scanning electron 
microscope. Micron markers on 
the photographs indicate the size 
of various features. Figure 8 is a 
photograph of SiC-particulate-reinforced aluminum at 30 MPa and 300°C. The fracture surface was 
typical of a ductile rupture at elevated temperatures (Engel and Klingele 1981). The surface contains 
creep voids which are a result of the vacancy-diffusion process. The rough surfaces observed are called 
Fig. 8. Fracture surface of the SiC-particulate-
reinforced aluminum at 30 MPa and 300°C. 
Fig. 9. Fracture surface of SiC-particulate 
reinforced aluminum at 40 MPa and 300°C. 
shear walls and are the nucleation sites of micro-cracks formed inside the material (Engel and Klingele 
1981). What is not seen in Fig. 8 are the SiC particulates. A lack of visible SiC particulates suggests 
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a dislocation creep mechanism, shown in Fig. 2, in which the dislocations have climbed over the 
reinforcement · 
Shown in Fig. 9 is the fracture surface of an SiC-particulate-reinforced aluminum at 40 MPa and 
300°C. As can be· seen, the texture of the fracture surfaces is different from that of the same material 
and temperature, but at a lower stress level. Although the fracture surface contains creep-voids and shear 
walls, the amount of plastic deformation shown in Fig. 9 is less than that of Fig. 8. 
Examination of the fiber-frax-reinforced aluminum specimens exposed two distinct regions on 
the fracture surfaces. Figure 10 is representative of one region present on the fracture surface. From 
Fig. 10, one can see that there are void formations around the fibers. Also, there is some reduction in 
area of the fibers. The other region has a brittle appearance and is shown in Fig. 11. The brittle 
appearance is present in both the fibers and the matrix. The proportion of the brittle region was seen 
to increase with increasing stress levels, and is associated with final net section failure (Kurath 1993). 
The SiC-particulate-reinforced and base material have relatively uniform creep damage, whereas the 
fiber-frax-reinforced material has localized damage. 
Fig •. 10. Fracture surface of fiber-frax-
reinforced aluminum at 60 MPa and 300°C. 
5.3. Analysis of Creep Model 
Fig. 11. Fracture surface of fiber-frax-
reinforced aluminum at 40 MPa and 380°C. 
The creep model to be analyzed is described by Eqn. (2). For this analysis, the activation energy, 
AQ, and the frequency factor, A, are assumed to be independent of stress and temperature for a given 
material. At least two creep curves, at a known stress level and temperature, the stress expqnent, n, may 
be calculated. If the logarithm of both sides of Eqn. (2) is taken, then 
log(e) = n log(cs) + log(C1) , 
where C1 = A exp( -AQ!RT) , and is of the form y = mx + b. For each material, there should exist 
a family of cmves with slqpe n in order for a material to be adequately modeled by Eqn .. (2). Shown 
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T1< T2< T3 
log(cr) 
Fig. 12. Graphical representation 
of the stre$ exponent n. 
1.2 1.4 1.6 
log [Stress, CJ (MPa)] 
1.8 
Fig. 13. Log-log plot of the strain-rate versus stre$. 
6. Conclusions 
20 
The stress exponent will change 
between materials, but for a given 
material, the stress exponent should 
remain constant. for a range of 
temperatures as shown. From each 
creep curve, only one data point is 
obtained. Therefore, to calculate the 
stress exponent, one needs a 
minimum of two tests at the same 
temperature and two different stress 
levels. 
Once each creep curve was 
plotted, the strain rate for the 
secondary region was found using a 
computer and a linear regression 
curve-fit Shown in Fig. 13 are the 
data for each of the three materials, 
plotted on log-log axes. Because of 
the nature of the experiment and 
time constraints, only two data 
points were obtained for the SiC-
particulate-reinforced aluminum 
specimen at 300°C and two for the 
base material at 300°C, so a linear 
regression was not done. However, 
lines approximating the slopes of 
the SiC-particulate-reinforced 
aluminum at 300°C and of the base 
material at 300°C, were sketched in 
to show the expected data trends. 
Values of the stress exponents were 
5.8 and 6.3 for the fiber-frax-
reinforced aluminum at 300°C and 
380°C, respectively. The stress 
exponents for the SiC-particulate-
reinforce aluminum at 380°C and 
the base material at 380°C were 3.8 
and 4.8, respectively; 
As was expected, addition of a reinforcing material to the aluminum matrix resulted in decreasing 
the steady-state cr~ep rate. A reduction in strain rate was also accompanied with an increase in the 
brittleness of the material. SiC-particulate-reinforced aluminum was more brittle than the base 
aluminum, and the fiber-frax-reinforced aluminum was more brittle than the SiC-particulate-reinforced 
aluminum. The creep mechanism for the SiC-particulate-reinf orced aluminum was dislocation climb. 
For the fiber-frax-reinforced aluminum, deformation was controlled by the Al20 3 fibers. Fiber-frax-
reinforced aluminum has approximately equal values of the stress exponent at 300°C and at 380°C, 
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suggesting that Eqn. (2) can be used to model this material. Although a comparison for the other two 
materials can not be made without more data, it is expected that Eqn. (2) may also be used to model 
SiC-particulate-reinforced aluminum and base aluminum. Because the fiber-frax-reinforced aluminum 
had relatively little deformation at high temperatures and stresses, it is concluded, based upon this 
experiment, that fiber-frax-reinforced aluminum would be acceptable for use in a diesel engine. 
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Abstract.-. The cleaning of particles, enamels,.grease, and viscoel~y.c thin 
films· is shown fu be attributed to cavitation bubbles. · An albumin-dirt 
solution, nail enamel, grease, and latex paint were used to simulate these 
different materials. All the substances were capable of being removed from 
a surface using ultrasonic cavitation~ alth6Ugh the paint and dirt mixture 
were easier to remove than the nail enamel·· and the grease. The paint 
samples had more cleaning when tap water was used, two transducers were 
implemented, the transducers were closer together, and when the slide was 
closer to the transducer. The grease samples had more cleaning when the 
transducers were closer together, the slide was closer to the transducer, and 
when higher temperatures (above 30°C) were used. Mechanical 
mechanisms for the cleaning of the grease and paint samples include: 
cavitation bubbles acting on a flaw in. the coating, cavitation bubbles striking 
the surface of the coating, and the growth of trapped vapor in the coatings 
due to ultrasound. · 
1. Introduction 
Ultrasound can be used to clean a variety of items such as lab instruments, jewelry, electronic 
assemblies, and light_ :fixtures.. Ultrasonic cleaning is. often used since it can clean very small and tightly 
·bonded: contaminantsfrom surfaces with complicated geometries. Ultrasonic cleaning would be the 
preferred method_ of cleaning for electronic cjrcuit boards. ·since. the present method of cleaning them 
involves the use of environmeiltally harmful chloroflorocat-bons (CFCs). ·But ultrasonic cleaning causes 
random damage---such as ,the breaking of leads in electronic packages. Currently ultr$'>nic cleaning is not 
used by the military fot the removal of contami11ants_ 011 printed circuit-board,s. bec~µse. previoµs stu~es 
have .. indicated that·ultras~ni~ ,cleanin~ daniag~s .. leads .. (Ricbar,ds et al. 199()).: .. -· ·Because:.CFc:s,.~-
environmentally h'.am1ful, and new standards have been introduced to phase out the use of these CFCs, 
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new methods of cleaning these circuit boards are being investigated, including the reevaluation of 
ultrasonic cleaning. Little quantitative work has been performed on the effects of cavitation bubbles on the 
removal of contaminants such as grease and particles-two contaminants desired to be removed from 
electronic assemblies. 
The most important phenomenon that occurs in ultrasonic cleaning is cavitation. The research 
performed by the author consisted of studying ultrasonic cleaning utilizing cavitation against solid 
boundaries. The cleaning of different types of substances such as particles, grease, enamels, and 
viscoelastic thin films were observed to vary with time, temperature, and intensity. 
2. A Review of Aspects of Acoustic Cavitation 
Nonlinear effects of ultrasound, namely cavitation, acoustic streaming, and radiation pressure, 
contribute to cleaning (Agrnat 1971). Acoustic streaming enhances cleaning because it involves the 
creation of vortex microstreams in or near a boundary that can sweep away the contaminants from the solid 
surface. This nonlinear effect is more effective if used in conjunction with detergents and higher 
temperatures (Nyborg 1965). Radiation pressure is a second-order acoustic effect and is dependent on the 
frequency and the power level associated with an ultrasonic wave field. However the most important 
effect is acoustic cavitation. This phenomenon is intimately connected with the dynamics of bubbles 
collapse. · 
2.1 Cavitation without boundaries 
Cavitation bubbles are created when an ultrasonic transducer emits sound waves which travel through 
a liquid medium. As the sound waves travel through the liquid, they create waves of compression and 
expansion in the liquid (Shutilov 1988, Benjamin and Ellis 1966). These waves agitate nucleation sites, 
trapped vapor bubbles in a liquid, and cause them to grow and collapse. The bubbles contain a partial 
vacuum while they exist and, as the bubble radius increases, the pressure surrounding the bubble increases 
until the fluid around the bubble rapidly rushes in, collapsing the bubble. As the bubbles collapse rapidly, 
the gases inside the bubbles are compressed so much that the temperatures inside the cavitation bubble can 
reach as high as 5000°C, which is approximately the temperature of the surface of the sun (Suslick 1990). 
The pressure inside the bubble can reach up to 500 atm (Suslick 1990). 
A bubble must be under a certain critical size to grow under the influence of a sound wave. If a bubble 
exceeds this critical radius Ro then it has a slow growth rate which will not result in the characteristic 
catastrophic collapse of a cavitation bubble. If a bubble has a radius that is smaller than the critical radius, 
it has a fast growth rate which will result in catastrophic collapse. The critical size is related to the resonant 
frequency of the vibration/ of the bubble by the equation (Frederick 1965) 
1 ~ (3.9)213 
Ro= 2rc/ V ~.,,, T cm, (1) 
where er is the surface tension, p is the density of the liquid, and"( is the specific heat ratio of the gas in the 
liquid. Since the experiments were performed using 30 kHz transducers in water, the expected critical 
radius, Ro, is 0.003 cm or 0.03 mm. 
2.4 Cavitation with boundaries 
The main component of cavitation which aids in cleaning is the rnicrojet that forms when the cavitation 
bubble collapses (Blake and Gibson 1987). Experiments by Gibson (1968) show that a bubble migrates 
toward a solid, rigid boundary, with the jet forming late in the collapse phase. Since the jet flows at a 
large velocity (approaching 300 m/s) and has a great impact on the substrate, it is expected that the jet 
would have an effect on the cleaning process dependent on the material and adhesion properties of the 
contaminant removed. As the microjets hit a metal substrate, many little pit marks resembling tiny craters 
are formed. When a cavitation bubble collapses against a compliant boundary such as skin or rubber, the 
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microjet flows away from the boundary. Thus the·cleaning of objects with compliant boundaries may be 
more difficult than the cleaning of objects with solid.rigid boundaries. 
The growth and colla,ps~ of cavitation bubbles have been studied extensively. It has been 
demonstrated that the spherical shape of a collapsing cavity is unstable arid that the final perturbation of the 
spherical shape will grow very large as the cavity collapses (Plesset an4 ,Mitchell'l956rPlesset and 
Prosperetti 1977). N~ude and Ellis (1961) found evidence that the pressure.insidea cavitation bubble 
remains constant ~uring collapse~ As this occurs, a liquid jet is forme<t This jet flows towards the solid 
boundary anditcan travel upto 300meterspersecond: Thi~. speedwas·~~mea,s,uretlbyBenj~n~d 
Ellis (1966)~ They also ·s~ggested that the cavity may deform to the e~tentthatits wall ~trikes the 'SQlid 
boundary before minimum cavity voJwne is reached. Benjamfo and Ellis ran e~erunents·lll wfilcb the 
unsymmetrical collapse of vapor-filled bubbles was observed (1966). They determined that cavitation 
bubbles do not collapse spherically near a solid boundary. Gibson (1972) studied the spherical expansion 
of vapor bubbles due to a th~ or a kinetic impulse and found no difference in the bubble motion 
between the two types of imptilses during collapse. 
It is known that the fon:nation and motion of microjets in a cavitation bubble near a solid boundary 
cause erosion and small craters in· either ·the substrate, a contaminant on the substrate, or both. It is also 
known that cavitation bubbles can be created through. the use of ultrasonic waves. What is not known is 
the exact mechanics of cavitation .bubbles involved in~leaning CQnnµninants off a substrate. 
3. Methods 
3.1 Introduction 
Objects that are cleaned ultrasonically are typically immersed in a fluid. .which is often heated and 
usually contains a detergent or other cleaning agent. Heat is used .. to increase cavitation and the cleaning 
agent is used to lower. the surface tension in the water, allowing contaminants to be removed more easily. 
Usually the operating range of a commercial cleaneris between 25 to 100 kHz and the intensity, or power, 
is controlled through the voltage supplied to the system. 
A set of Swensonic transducers operating at 30 kHz with a varying voltage input (0 to 240 volts) was 
selected from the transducers available. The transducers and the tank Were located at the University of 
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign in the Bioacoustics Research Laboratory. Both tap and degassed water were 
used in the experiments. Because the purpose of this research was to study the effect of cavitation bubbles 
on cleaning, detergents were not used and heat was not actively added to the tank. 
3.2 Tank setup 
Each substance to be cleaned was adhered to a plexiglass slide and the slide was placed parallel to the 
transducer face to receive the maximum distribution of ultrasonic waves. Experiments utilized either one 
transducer or two transducers. Two transducers were used face-to-face to increase the power levels in the 
tank and ~ate a standing wave. Figure 1 is a side view of a tank with one transducer and Fig. 2 is a side 
view of a tank containing two transducers. 
Fig. 1. Side view of tank set-up for one 
transducer; distance from slide face to 
transducer varies. 
Fig. 2. Side view of tank with two 
transducers; slide is 1 cm from left transducer 
and 6 cm from right transducer. 
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Contaminating substances were affixed to a plexiglass slide by either a dipping or a painting method. 
After a suitable drying period the slide was placed in the ultrasonic tank containing either the one- or two-
30 kHz transducer setup. The distance from the slide to the transducer, the operating power level, the 
immersion time, and the initial temperature are variables that were determined for each substance. 
3.3 Apparatus setup 
The power levels of the transducers were controlled by varying the voltage to the transducer power 
supply. Pressure levels varied from O to 188 kPa corresponding to voltage levels of O to 180 volts. 
Voltage measurements were read off the multimeter gage. Since the piezoelectric crystals in the 
transducers heat up rapidly, carbon dioxide gas was pumped through the transducers to reduce the amount 
of heat produced. A diagram of the entire setup is shown in Fig. 3. 

















1 Transducer #2 
I I I . 
I L-------------~--
Fig. 3. Setup of entire system. 
Solid lines indicate regular power 
cords while dashed lines indicate 
carbon dioxide tubing. 
Transducer #1 
The pressure levels of the 30kHz transducers not only vary with the input voltage, the pressure 
intensities also vary across the face of the transducer. The transducer face is a rectangular metal plate 3.Sin 
by Sin in area. The pressure intensities emitted by the transducers was measured by a hydrophone, an 
underwater microphone, in units of volts. Figure 4 is a schematic diagram of the pressure intensities 
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Fig. 4. The sound pressure 
field of oQe Swensonic 
traJasducer . oper~ting. at 30kHi. at 
a distance of 1 cm from the 
transducer face.. The pressure 
intensities are directly 
correspond to the hydrophone 
voltage (Z-~is) and ~he face of 
the transducer is represented by 
the X- and Y- axes. 
3.4 Involvement of plate vibrations 
5 
If a plate js to be cleaned in an ultrasonic tank, plate vibrations may cause some clea.¢ng tp occur 
depending on how well,the plate is secured. Calculations were. performed tp determin~ if vi~tj,011s of the 
plate would greatly contribute to ultrasonic cleaning. For a plexiglass plate, the fwldamental frequ¢ncy for 
a two-dimensional case is given by Eqn. (3.57) from Kinsler et al. (1982) 
1tcK 2 2 2 2 f= --2 (1.194 , 2.988 , 5 , 7 , ... ) (2.1) 
8£ 
where/ is the frequency, c is the speed of sound in the plate, K is the radius of gyration of the cross 
section in question, and L is the length of the side of the plate~ Since the· fillldamental frequency was 
needed,· the equation simplified. to: 
(2.2) 
For the plexiglass specimen with dimensions 7.75cm x 4.10cm x 0.4cm, c =16~8 m/s, K =3.33 x lQ-4 m, 
L = 0.0775 m, and the fundamental frequency f is 52 Hz. Since the Swet1sonic transducers operate at 
30,000 Hz, and the operating frequency is much larger than the funda,mental frequency, it Call be 
concluded that plate vibrations do not contribute much to cleaning. 
3.5 Materials 
It was necessary to select a model for cleaning, including the type of contaminant to be cleaned and the 
surface it should be removed from. The cleaning behaviors of a yariety of contaminants such as particles, 
greasy coatings, enaniels, atid viscoelastic thin films were studied. Since th<;1se substances have various 
materlal'properties, the quantity atid the way these sub::;tances are removed during cleaning were important 
to consider. · · · · · · · 
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Particles-albumin-dirt mixture 
The first cleaning experiment was performed to show that substances could actually be removed 
ultrasonically using the Swensonic transducers. In this experiment only one 30 kHz transducer operating 
at a maximum 240 volts was used. The particle mixture consisted of 10 grams of sterilized soil and 50 mL 
of 1 % bovine albumin, a clear sticky animal protein that dries quickly. A plexiglass slide was dipped in 
the solution to insure a uniform coating and was dried for 30 minutes . 
. The sample was placed 8 inches from the transducer face and a total of 8 slides were individually 
tested over mcreasing two-minute intervals of time. Through the use of a microscope it was noted that 
more particles of dirt were removed from the 16-minute specimens although for the 2-minute samples 
some cleaning occurred also. Although this experiment proved that dirt particles could be removed 
through the use of ultrasonics, the cleaning observations were not easily quantified. 
Enamels-nail enamel 
The next material to be tested ultrasonically was nail enamel. This material was chosen since it could 
be spread into a fairly uniform coating and the area cleaned could be easily observed. A coating 
(approximately 0.13 mm) of nail enamel was painted on a piece of aluminum 3 mm thick and 4 by 7 cm in 
area and dried for five hours. The thickness was measured by a micrometer. The aluminum was wiped 
with 91 % isopropyl alcohol before it was painted to make sure that there were no additional cohesion 
forces between the metal and the paint. Aluminum was used instead of glass to limit the vibrations of the 
specimen to be cleaned and also to insure that the substrate holding the coating would not chip or break 
during the test. 
Again the specimen was placed 8 inches from the transducer face and 3 slides were tested for 10 
minutes each. The transducer operated at 30 kHz and 240 volts. The enamel was chipped away from the 
metal surface, possibly at locations where there were defects in either the coating, the metal surface, or 
both. Small clouds of nail enamel chips were bounced back and forth around the areas where the enamel 
was removed from the metal slide. Although some cleaning did occur, after 10 minutes the majority of the 
nail polish still adhered to the metal. Also because the enamel was painted on with a brush, uniform 
coatings were hard to achieve. 
Greasy media-Vaseline 
In the frrst set of experiments with grease, Vaseline was spread on a piece of aluminum with a metal 
spatula to yield a coating 3 mm thick. When the grease was spread, small vapor bubbles trapped in the 
coating from the manufacturing process were visible. Using one transducer 6 cm from the slide and with 
water at room temperature (25°C) the Vaseline coating eroded slightly and some grease was displaced at 
the edges of the metal. 
In the second set of experiments, Vaseline was heated to 55°C and both aluminum and plexiglass 
slides of the same size were dipped in and allowed to solidify at room temperature. Using two transducers 
and with water at room temperature, the Vaseline coating was punctured through with tiny holes, which 
were the result of collapsing cavitation bubbles, the trapped vapor in the Vaseline prior to cleaning, or a 
combination of both. During the ultrasonic cleaning process, a few large bubbles attached themselves to 
the grease film but were not believed to be cavitation bubbles because of their large size and stability. 
Viscoelastic films-latex paint 
Latex paint was also cleaned ultrasonically. Each plexiglass specimen was dipped in Sherman 
Williams Premium Latex Paint to insure a uniform coating and was allowed to dry for at least 24 hours 
prior to testing. Various parameters were used in the cleaning of the painted plexiglass specimens. Tests 
were performed with one and two transducers having a variety of slide distances to the transducer. In the 
two-transducer set-up there was more cleaning over a larger area. The cleaned area in the one-transducer 
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tank occurred only in the center of the slide with minimal cleaning at the edges, whereas in the two-
transducer set-up, cleaning occurred sporadically over the el\tire painted surface. · 
> \ ' • • ' ' 
It was not possible to control the temperature with accuracy since after a long running time, the 
transducers heat up, especially if they run at the ma,cimum voltage of 240 volts (despite the built-in carbon 
dioxide cooling system). Also because of this heating, the temperature varied somewhat from point to 
point in the tank. · · 
Two identical tests were run using painted slides in the ~e setup in both degassed and tap water.· As 
expected, the specimens placed in degassed water had no cleanwg while the specimens in thetap water 
showed normal cleaning 'treitds(up to 24% area cl~ed). This trend also indicated that the removal of the 
paint was the direct result of cavitation and was not dependent on the temperature of the water. 
3.6 Visualization techniques 
An Infinity K2 long-distance microscope was used to visualize the cleaning of the paint and the grease 
in the ultrasonic tank. This microscope had a magnification of10X at 4 in. with the CF-3 objective. 
Recordings were taken. on videotape from the microscope tlu,-ough a closed-circuit device (CCD) camera 
which als,c,. h~d a ~gnifiqlition of 1 OX. Throµgh the use ()f.the microsco~ the pre~nce of cavitation 
bubbles was visllallY conf'ip:ned. Also the process bf paint cleaning·.was observed including the explosive 
chipping and peeling of the coating~ 
Pictures were also used to viSl.lalize the cleaning process and r~sults. Using a 35-millimeter camera 
and a high-eight video camera, cleaning observations from the paint ~d grease experiments were made. 
With this video camera, cavitation was again visually confirmed. Also a record of the change in dyed-
grease coatings was made over two-:minute intervals. From the•videotape, pictures showing clouds of 
cavitation bubbles surrounding a slide were produced using a themµtl-transfer machine. 
3. 7 Quantification of data 
Since the cleaning of paint was· fairly easy to observe, and the .cleaning of the grease was a priority to 
study, attempts were made to. quantify data from both of thes~ substances .. The percentages of area 
cleaned.for the paint slides ~ere determined, visually and then con:fin:x\ed usmg the J3Ildal.jplaging system. 
Since the grease.specimens were viscous andmd not fracture as the paint specimens did, other methods of 
quantifying the data were investigated. Although the dyed-grease coatings were noted to erode over time, 
as indicated by lightening in the dye over a period of time, this grease erosion was confirmed by a 
weighing tec~que. 
Visual technique for area cleaned 
The percentage of area cleaned· for the paint specimens refers to any hole in the paint coating· that goes 
completely through the coating to the slide surface; this "clean spot" must be visible from,both sides ofthe 
slide. The area was II).Casured using I-millimeter squared grid paper. A partially cleaned slide was placed 
· in front of this grid paper and the total number of squares visible would be compared with the total number 
of squares occupied by the paint From this data the percentag~ of area cleaned was .calculated. 
J andal imaging system 
The Jandel imaging system was used to confirm the percentages of paint cleaned from the slides. in 
comparison to the percentages dete.rJ:nined visually. This imaging system is programmedto quantify areas 
having a high contrast compared with their background. After a calibration of the computer and the 
assignment of two variables, light and dar~ an area of int~st would be selected. 'Then the white paint 
slide was placed on top of a bl~k background. To calculate the percentage of area cleaned the ratio of 
number of white pixels to·the total nlllllber of·pixels would be found. 
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Weighing technique for erosion 
Erosion of a substance can be indicated by a decrease in mass over time. A slide of grease was 
weighed initially and then after every two minutes. This change in weight of the slide and grease in grams 
was referenced to the initial weight and plotted on a graph versus time. 
4. Results 
4.1 Viscoelastic films-latex paint 
After exposure to ultrasonic waves, portions of the paint film were removed. After two minutes small 
chips in the coating randomly appeared. Small lines of discoloration were visible between a few of the 
chips. After repeated exposures to the ultrasonic transducers the chips grew larger. During the cleaning 
process, small flakes of paint could be seen hovering next to the removal site. Also after repeated 
exposures (after 4 minutes), the lines of discoloration in the coating also began to chip away. After ten 
minutes these chipped lines also began to grow larger (Fig. 5). 
Fig. 5. Pictures of painted slides for three temperature regions. 
The cleaned surfaces of the paint coating resembled small craters with uniformly roughened edges in 
the paint coating and these grew outwardly larger with time and temperature. The minuscule holes, or 
"chew marks", of these roughened edges are strong indications that the cleaning that had taken place had 
been the direct result of cavitation bubbles since they are approximately the same size as that of the bubble 
diameter (0.3 mm). 
The percentages of paint removed were found to be a function of time and temperature. At lower 
temperatures (20°C) the paint was chipped away while at higher temperatures (35°C). the paint peeled 
away. Figure 6 shows the averages of the percentage of area cleaned over exposure time for three 
temperature ranges: 21J'-25°C, 25°-300C, and 300-35°C. It was expected that at higher temperatures more 
paint would be removed. The paint from the 300-35°C temperature range cleaned the best with 18% of the 
area removed after a 10-minute exposure time. However the paint samples from the 200-25°C temperature 
range cleaned better than the paint from the 25°-300C temperature range (15% and 11 % respectively). 
Observations indicate that once the paint coating is chipped or flawed, cavitation bubbles can more 
easily remove the coating. Cavitation bubbles work on the flaws already in the dried coating. From the 
literature review it is also known that cavitating bubbles impinge on a rigid boundary, such as the 
plexiglass slide, causing a brittle fracture. Evidence suggests that vapor trapped under the paint coating 
from the dipping process may also have a role in the fracture mechanism of the film. The ultrasonic waves 
emitted from the transducers may cause the vapor trapped under the coating to grow in much the same way 
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that a cavitation bubble expands in a fluid. 
Then when the trapped vapor expands, it would 
cause the coating to swell away from the · 
plexiglass · slide until the coating failed. Events 
20 
as described above were observed using the l 
Infinity long-distance microscope. 'B 12 1----_ _._ _ __;.i" 
4.2 Grease ·films-Vaseline 01~. 8 1----1----.;..;.._ ~,;__.,,: .. J .......... --r··· --Coatings o.·. f .•·ens.ease we. ·.te. Shown. to be V. · 1-/ i c~ ,, _, =250 30°C 
partially removal:>leu~ing ulttasonfo cleanwg. 4 ------~ __ 1 ~-- i - i 
8 
Exposure Time (min.) 
9 
10 12 
After expos~·· tc,ultrasound f'ortwo minutes at 
low temp~ni,tllt!s {below 25°~), ,the ~ase 
coating wa,.s ]lg,9~~ep ~th,~y s111all bol~s. 
some of whl,~lj,"1entalliliew~y:thrt>ugb to the 
plexiglass slide underneath. ~··coating. Over a 
period of ten minqtes 1!1()re· of1.these perforations 
in the grea$e co4~g .oc¢~ed~ •· Also. some 
grease fromJlie ~ges, 9f th~ spdes were ~moved. 
Fig. 6. Percentage of paint cleaned vs. exposure · 
time for three tank-temperature catagories. 
;;:, 
In both, the .ppe- and tw<rtransducei:. tank, the temperature of the tank water is ~tly related to the 
removal ofth,e V~line: After a)(:)11g•ruµning time, the transducers heat up, especially}f they run at the 
maximum.volqig¢ c,f, 240 volts; .. Wben tJiey heat up, the energy from the transducer i(transferred to the 
water and this alSQbeats up .. Higbwatei temperatures w~ foll114 tQ retn0ve ~. qf tlje, grease since the 
melting point of Vaseline is ra.iliet low (atolIDd 33<>C). The higher water temperature lowered the viscosity 
of the filQl ~d. th,e grease clumped together Qn.the slide. Figme 7. shows· the relationsbip ..• betwee11change 
of weight in the grease coating over a period of ten minutes for three temperature ranges, "18°;,,23<>c, 23°-
280C, and 28°-34°C. Note that more grease was removedat highertemperature ranges. 
The perforations in the grease coating are credited to the action of cavitation bubbles striking the film. 
Since the film is soft and viscous, the cleaning behavior for grease was very different from that of the paint 
coating. Instead of cavitation bubbles chipping off pieces of the coating as in tbe case of the paint, the 
perforated fi.Jms, ~ugg~st cavitation. bubbles impact the grease coatings and leave ~hind smap. craters. 
Again trapped v11.porundeineath and in the coating could expand when expo$ed to ultrasound and thus also 
contribute to the cleaning of grease. . . . 
Videotape recordings were made of 
the· grease experiments using the High-
Eight video camera. · From these pictures 
a cloud of small· bubbles was observed Q> 
around the grease slide (Fig; 8). This s 
.cloud of smal.l bubbl~s encapsulated the 1: 
entire slide, res~'mbling an aura. This .9.' 
cloud of. cavitatiQn bubbles.moved rapidly f 
around the grease specimen yet remained <1 
concentrated at a 1 cm distance from the 
slide. Also on the grease coating were 
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Fig. 7. .AWeight .in grease coating vs. time 
for three temperature ranges. 
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Fig. 8. Side view of grease slide in front of two transducers (other transducer not in picture). 
Notice the cloud of small cavitation bubbles surrounding the slide. Some large bubbles on the 
coating surface are also visible. 
5. Conclusions 
Two transducers operating at 30kHz were utilized to provide pressure levels of around 188.kPa when 
an input voltage of 180 V • was used. Particles, enamels, grease, and paint were capable of being removed 
from a substrate provided that the tank water contained pockets of trapped vapor necessary for cavitation to 
occur. Hardly any cleaning occurred in degassed water since it lacks the vapor pockets to act as nucleation 
sites for cavitation bubble growth. Thus more contaminant removal occurred in tap water instead of 
degassed water. Other mechanisms such as plate vibrations, streaming, and radiation pressure appear not 
to be as important to cleaning because when cavitation was inhibited, no cleaning occurred (less than 15% 
of latex paint was removed in degassed water). 
The removal of particles and enamels from slides was performed but was difficult to quantify. The 
removal of paint from plexiglass slides was the easiest to observe and was performed at varying 
temperatures, voltages, and power levels. The removal of grease was also studied, although more difficult 
to quantify. 
The paint coatings were mechanically cleaned by cavitation bubbles impinging on a flaw in the 
coating, striking the coating itself, or agitating trapped vapor underneath the coating surface. More 
cleaning occurred when two transducers were used instead of one, when the transducers were spaced 
closer together, and when the slide was closer to the transducer face. In general, higher water 
temperatures of the tank imply a higher peI"Centage of area cleaned although Fig. 6, an average of several 
trials, does not imply this. After a 10 minute exposure time, the coating submersed in the 200'.'"25°C range 
. had 17% removed while the coating in the 25°-30°C water had only 10% removed. Coatings submersed in 
30°-35°C tap water had the highest amount of cleaning (18% ). 
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The grease coatings were perforated by cavitation bubbles at temperatures below 25°C and melted 
away at tank temperatures above 30°C. Again more cleaning occurred when the transducers were closer 
together and when the slide was placed closer to the transducer face. Grease coatings were shown to have 
. more erosion, or amount of weight loss, at higher temperatures. Grease coatings submersed in tap water 
of 18°-28°C had a change in weight of almost 0.1 (10%)while coatings submersed in water ranging from 
28°-34°C had a change in weight of 0.23 (23% ); over a 50% increase in erosion. Mechanisms for cleaning 
include cavitation bubble damage, heat, and growth of trapped vapor in the grease coating. 
To obtain a greater percentage of cleaning for future work, higher temperatures (above. 45°C) and 
longer exposure times (until 100% cleaning occurs) should be implemented. Also the increase the amount 
of cavitation induced cleaning, the addition of a non-environmentally harmful surfactact could be used to 
lower the surface tension of the water and aid the creation of more cavitation bubbles. 
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Abstract.-The stability of laminar flow through a rectangular duct of 
arbitrary aspect ratio is investigated. Contour plots and bisector profiles 
of the laminar solution of the Navier-Stokes equations are analyzed for 
inflection points which lead to inflectional instability. The stability of the 
flow is found to depend on the aspect ratio of the duct, and the particular 
mode of disturbance. The growth rate of the disturbance is plotted for a 
range of wave numbers in the simplified case of one-dimensional stability 
along the comer bisector. The perturbation growth is also plotted in the 
two-dimensional stability analysis. 
1. Introduction 
Although the stability of flows of simple geometry, such as those in circular pipes, has been 
studied in great detail, research on the rectangular duct of arbitrary aspect ratio has been scarce. It is 
well known that viscous flows with given boundaries are laminar at small Reynolds numbers and become 
turbulent at large Reynolds numbers. The onset of turbulence is a result of the instability of the 
corresponding laminar flows with respect to external disturbances. 
Understanding the transition from laminar to turbulent flow is important in applications involving 
aerodynamic drag, pressure drop through pipes, and the development and interaction of boundary layers. 
The duct flow analysis also provides information which can be applied to the more complicated problem 
of corner flow. Corner flow has a direct application to analyses of aircraft wing-body junctions or 
submarine hull-fin junctions. Interested organizations such as NASA have provided funding for the study 
of corner flow. Finally, the regime between laminar and turbulent flows is not well understood at this 
time, and a stability analysis of laminar flow provides some clues to the nature of developing turbulent 
flows. Specifically, the project demonstrates why the presence of corners in the duct can create 
additional instability in the flow, in contrast to the flow in a circular pipe. 
This research project is an analysis of the stability of flow through a rectangular duct. In Section 
2 of this report, the relevant literature on duct flow stability through various cross sections is reviewed. 
In Section 3, an explanation of the· theoretical and numerical method of analysis is given. In Section 
4, results of the analysis are given. In Section 5, relevant conclusions are presented, as well as 
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recommendations for future work. Finally, acknowledgments and a list of references are given. 
2. Literature Review 
2.1 The linear theory of stability 
The numerical solution of a problem in _stability often requires a number of assumptions. One 
common assumption in previous analyses involves small disturbances to the system. The problem is then 
linearized with respect to the magnitude of the disturbances, and the stability becomes independent of 
the details of the disturbances. One author who takes a different approach is Barnea (1991), who 
considers the system response to finite disturbances in his analysis of an annular flow structure. The 
linear theory of stability is covered in the text by Drazin and Reid (1981). One section in particular 
covers Poiseuille flow in a circular pipe. Circular pipe flow has been studied in great detail because it 
is directly relevant to practical engineering flows, and the inherent axisymmetry reduces the problem to 
one dimension. In contr~, the velocity in a rectangular duct depends on two independent variables, 
though there is still some degree of symmetry. 
2.2 Flow stability in elliptic and square cross sections 
Various cross sections have been studied, including the ellipse. Hocking (1977) examined the 
stability of Poiseuille flow in an elliptic pipe with large aspect ratio by regarding the flow as a 
perturbation of plane Poiseuille flow, which has a critical Reynolds number of 5772. Hocking found that 
the critical Reynolds number increased for the elliptic pipe. A possible reason was that the narrowing 
of the space away from the minor axis imposed an additional constraint and added stability to the flow. 
Hocking also noted that for a rectangular duct, the mean flow does not vary on a long lateral length 
scale, but remains constant until the regions near the ends of the long major axis of the rectangle are 
reached. If a is the lateral length and b is the height, then the critical variable in the stability analysis 
is alb, the aspect ratio, instead of (alb )°-5 for the elliptic pipe. One advantage in analyzing an elliptic 
pipe is that the solution can also be compared with the circular pipe flow as alb approaches 1. 
Flows in square ducts have also been analyzed in many recent studies. Ishigaki and Hitoshi 
(1991) analyzed the flow characteristics and centrifugal instability in a curved square duct of finite 
curvature. They found that above critical Dean numbers, a pair of Dean vortices appears near the center 
of the outside wall-in addition to the secondary flow vortices. Myong and Kobayashi (1991) used a 
numerical anisotropic low-Reynolds-number k-epsilon turbulence model to predict three-dimensional 
developing turbulent flow in a square duct involving turbulence-driven secondary motion. The model 
worked well for a square duct; however, the application to a rectangular duct of arbitrary aspect ratio 
is uncertain. Myong (1991) also investigated fully developed turbulent flow and heat transfer in the 
square duct and found that common wall-function forms valid for two-dimensional flows are inadequate 
for three-dimensional turbulent flows. Sugiyama, Akiyama and Shibata (1991) used a modified Reynolds 
stress equation model and transport equation model for turbulent flux to examine the heat and mass 
transfer in developing turbulent flow in a square duct. They were able to predict the mean Nusselt 
number with precision. 
2.3 Flow stability in a rectangular cross section 
Only one previous study was found that directly addressed the stability of flow through a 
rectangular duct of arbitrary aspect ratio. Tatsumi and Yoshimura (1990) investigated the stability of 
laminar flow in a rectangular duct numerically by expanding the flow fields of both the main flow and 
the disturbance into series of Legendre polynomials and solving the eigenvalue problem of the resulting 
matrix equation. The stability of the flow was found to depend upon the aspect ratio and the mode of 
the disturbance. The critical aspect ratio was found to be 3.2, and the critical Reynolds number 
decreased with increasing aspect ratio towards the value of 5772 for plane Poiseuille flow. Tatsumi and 
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Yoshimura (1990) also noted that their theoretical results did not agree with experimental values from 
Davies and White (1928), Comish (1928), and Kao and Park (1970). A possible explanation was that 
the experimental values were not related to the linear instability of the flow. Additional theoretical study 
might reveal the cause of the discrepancy, as well as the effects of lateral boundaries on the stability of 
flow through a rectangular duct. 
3. Method 
3.1 Mean laminar flow solution 
A summary of the laminar flow solution to the Navier-Stokes equation is presented below. The 
initial parameters of the problem were set up as shown in Fig. 1, where it was assumed that for steady, 
fully-developed flow, v and w, the velocities in 
the y and z directions, were zero, and u, the 
velocity in the x direction, was dependent only on 
y and z. The aspect ratio, A, is defined as bla, so 
that in the nondimensional analysis, y varies from 
-1 to +l, and z varies from -A to +A, where A 
varies from O to 1. Assuming an incompressible . 
fluid, the continuity equation is automatically 
satisfied. The incompressible Navier-Stokes 
z . 
equation can be written as 
DV 
Fig. 1. Origin of axes and dimensions 
for a rectangular duct. 
P-- = pg - Vp + µ v2v , 
Dt 
(3.1) 
which reduces to the three equations 
0 __ ap + ( a2u .. + a2 u) - - µ - - ' ax ay 2 az 2 
0 = - ap and ay , 
o == - ap . 
az 
For steady, fully developed flow, p = p(x), and since u = u(y,z), 
ap = dp = constant = -G . 
ax dx 
The Navier-Stokes equation then becomes 
or by nondimensionalizing, 
y•;;.!.. 
b , 
with boundary conditions 
• z z =-, 
a 
G 
= - -, 
µ 
• µu u =--, 
abG 
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y=±b, u=O => u•=O, and 
z = ±a , u = 0 => u • = _.,E_ (b 2 - y 2 ) • 
2µ 
The solution is by separation of variables, where 
u•(y,z) =f(y)g(z) ~ 
so that 
v2u • = f" g + f g II = Q . 




fly) =Bkcos(Aky) and gk(z) =Ckcosh(Akz), where ').,,k =(k+~);. (3.9) 
In general, 
(3.10) 
To facilitate computation of the velocity, the equation was rewritten in terms of the aspect ratio, and the 
constants were determined so that the maximum velocity equals 1. The final equation is 
'E (-l) i;1 [ 1 _ cosh(i1tz/2) ] cos(i1ty/2) 
( ) i•1,3s... cosh(i1tA/2) i 3 u y z ::: __ ._  ___ ....;;;... __________ _ 
' i-1 
(3.11) 
00 (-1)-2 [ 1 ] 
i•~·-·· i 3 1 - cosh(i1tA/2) 
The laminar flow solution was computed using a Fortran code (Balachandar 1992) modified by 
the author. The infinite series was truncated at an i value of 1001. For the one-dimensional analysis, 
the discretization scheme used 55 Gauss-
Lobatto grid points in each direction, or 
3025 data points total. For the two-di-
mensional analysis, the discretization 
scheme used 27 grid points in each direc-
tion, or 729 data points total. The spac-
ing was such that the data points were 
more closely spaced along the walls than 
in the center of the duct. The purpose of 
this method was to provide greater accura-
cy in locations where the velocity profile 
changed more rapidly. 
The resulting data were plotted in 
various contour plots to gain insight into 
the three-dimensional profile of the veloc-
ity coming out of the duct, and to com-
pare different aspect ratios. The equip-
ment used and a typical contour plot can 
be seen in Fig. 2. 
Fig. 2. Sample_ velocity contour plot, 
using Tecplot on a Sun workstation. 
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3.2 One-dimensio11al bisector stability 
Following the analysis of the entire mean flow, the data points were examined along three lines: 
the horizontal wall bisector, the vertical wall bisector, and the comer bisector. The variation of the 
velocity, u(y,z), was plotted versus a variable s, along the corresponding direction. These plots were 
done for various aspect ratios to examine the effect on the velocity profile. The presence of inflection 
poirits would indicate the possibility of an unstable flow. · 
The second part of the analysis involves introducing a theoretical perturbation added to the 
laminar flow solution. The continuity and Navier~Stokes equations are then solved again for the 
perturbed flow. The perturbatio~ can be written in terms of a Fourier transform as 
u/11,s.~,t) = ut(s) exp [ i ( exT\ + ~ ~ - cot)] , (3.12) 
where the perturbation u1 is actually a superposition of individual values, and s represents the distance 
along the bisector. Then T\ and ~ are the two perpendicular directions from s. These may not be equivalent 
to the actmtl directions defined for the duct. · .. In the equation, ex and ~ are wave numbers in the 11 and 
~ directions. For this analysis, ~ was set to 1.0 for all trials, and ex varied over a range for which positive 
eigenvalues occur. The eigenvalues are complex ro, where the r~al pai;:t, co,, represents the fr~quency of 
the disturbance, and_ the imaginary part, CO;, represents the growth rate. Positive values of CO; result in 
an exponential growth of the disturbance. The growth or decay of the perturbation can be determined 
in the plane of the ·wave numbers, or for the general case, by an eigenvalue ptobleril with a vector 
containing elements of it, v, w, and p. The stability analysis is as follows. First, the Navier-Stokes 
momentum equation is 
au n 1 2 - + u · vu = -Vp + -· -V u . at Re 
The perturbation can be introduced by defining the velocity as 
u('l'\,S,~,t) = u0(s) + u1(1'\,s,~,t)e , 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
where Uo is the mean flow, and u1 is the perturbation of order e. Substituting this velocity into the 
momentum equation yields 
au0 au1 
- + e- + u0 • Vu0 + eu0 • Vu1 + eu1 • Vu0 + e2 u1 • Vu1 at ar (3.15) 
= -Vp - eVp + - 1-(V2u + V2u e) . o 1 Re o 1 
An examination of the terms with no factor of e shows that this is simply the equation for the mean flow 
determined in section 3 .1. There is also one term with a factor of e2• As discussed in the literature 
review, a common assumption in stability analyses involves small disturbances to the system. By 
making this assumption here, the e2 term can be ignored in the linear stability analysis. Finally, the 
terms with a factor of e can be collected to form the equation 
aul . 1 v2 
- + Uo· Vu1 + "1. Vuo = -Vp1 + -- "1 at Re 
(3.16) 
It is assumed that u0 = u0(s), v0 = w0 = 0, and u1 = (u1, v1, w1,), so that the component equations are 
--------- -----------~-
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(3.17) 
Now the eigenfunctions can be substituted into these equations. First, the continuity equation is 
iau1 + dv1 + i~w1 = 0 . (3.18) as 
Second, the momentum equations become 
-irou1 + u0(s)iau1 + duo v1 = -iap1 + - 1-(-a2 - B2 + ~J u 
ds Re iJs 2 1 
(3.19) 
Finally, for purposes of numerical computation, these four equations can be written in the matrix form 
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0 0 0 0 
0 
1 




Ul 0 0 [D] 
Ul 
1 + 0 0 --- 0 Vl 1 0 0 0 Vl Re 
1 Wl 
0 0 0 0 Wl 
0 0 0 ---
Re 
0 ia 0 il3 
ia 
. a2 + ~2 auo 
0 Pi iau0 + (3.20) 
Re as 
Ul 
+ a2+ 132 
0 0 iau0 + 0 v1 
Re 
a2+ 132 Wl 
il3 0 0 iau0 + 
Re 
0 0 0 0 P1 
0 i 0 0 Ul 
= 0) 
0 0 i 0 Vl 
0 0 0 i WI 
The equation above is a generalized eigenvalue problem of the form Ax = roBx, where the 
matrices A and B are known, and the solution vector x and eigenvalues ro are to be found. The matrix 
[D] is a Chebychev derivative matrix, which, when multiplied by the vector containing elements of p1 , 
u1, v1, and w1, returns the derivatives, dp/ds, du/ds, dv/ds, and dw/ds. The actual numerical solution 
was done on the Cray supercomputer. One input file provided data on the mean laminar flow throughout 
the cross-section of the duct. The second file provided two known solutions for values of Reynolds 
number, Re, and a, and a series of other values for either Re or a. The numerical code can operate in 
either global or local mode. In the global mode, a single pair of Re and a are input, and a solution for 
ro is output. This method is effective, but very time-consuming. Therefore, the general method was as 
follows. Two solutions were found first in the global mode. Each of these solutions was then input as 
a guess, and the code was run in the local mode to iteratively refine these two solutions. These two 
known solutions were then used as a basis for interpolating guesses for other values of Re or a. In this 
manner, only two global executions were required for each range of Re or <X investigated. Once a 
sufficient number of output files were produced, various plots were created of cor and ID, versus Re and 
a. 
3.3 Two-dimensional bisector stability 
The method here involves releasing some of the assumptions previously made to simplify the 
analysis in the one-dimensional case. The mean laminar flow is still assumed to be steady, so that there 
is no dependence on x, but there is a dependence on both y and z. The appropriate Fourier transform 
is now 
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u1(x,y,z,t) = ut(y,z) exp[i(ax - cot)] , (3.21) 
and the generalized eigenvalue problem contains derivatives in both y and z. The continuity equation 
now becomes 
. av1 aw1 
iau + -- + -- = 0 . 
l ay az 
(3.22) 
Equation (3.16) still holds, however the new assumption is that u0 = u0(y,z), so equations (3.17) become 
avl + Uo(y,z) avl = - apl + _1 _(~ + ~ + -~~J V ' 
at ax ay Re ax 2 ay 2 az 2 j 1 and (3.23) 
awl + uo(y,z) awl = - apl + _1_(~ + ~ + ~l wl 
at ax az Re ax 2 ay 2 az 2 j 
Substituting the eigenfunctions, the momentum equations are 
-i(J)Ul + Uo(y,z)iCXUI + VI auO + WI auO = -iCXpl + _1 _(-(X2 + ~ + ~1 Ul ' 
ay az Re ay 2 az 2 
(3.24) 
. (y ) . ap 1 1 ( 2 a 2 iJ2 ] -irow1 + u0 ,z iaw1 = --- + -- -a + -- + -- w 1 • 
az Re . ay 2 az 2 
Again, for purposes of numerical computation, the continuity and momentum equations can be written 
in the matrix form 
Stability of Rectangular Duct Flow 9 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 





1 + 1 0 0 0 Vl 0 0 0 Vl Re Re 
0 b 0 1 
Wl 
0 0 0 
1 Wi --- ---Re Re 
0 0 1 0 Pi 0 0 1 0 Pi 
0 0 0 0 
[DY] "1 
0 0 0 0 
[Dz] "1 + + 
1 0 0 0 Vl 1 0 0 0 Vl 
(3.25) 
0 0 0 0 Wi 0 0 0 0 Wi 
0 ia. 0 0 
·2 du0 du0 P1 Pi ia. . a. 0 0 0 0 za.u0+-- a;-Re dz "1 0 i 0 0 "1 + . a,2 = 0) 
0 0 za.u0 + -- 0 Vi 0 0 i 0 Vl 
Re 
Wl 0 0 0 i Wl . a,2 
0 0 0 za.u0 + --
Re 
Another assumption at this point can greatly simplify the calculations. If an inviscid assumption 
is made, the viscous terms of the Navier-Stokes equation can be ignored, resulting in the Euler equation, 
du - + u· Vu = -Vp . (3.26) 
dt 
The continuity equation remains the same, however the momentum equations, with eigenfunctions 
substituted, become 
(3.27) 
From these three equations, the three velocity components can be solved for in terms of the pressure as 
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( -1 ] cJpl Wl"" ---- --, 
ia.u0 - iro cJz 
and 
(3.28) 
Ul "" [. -1 . ] [iCX.pl + Vl cJuO + Wl cJuO] 
ia.u0 - zro cJy cJz 
( -1 ] . ( -1 ]
2 
( au0 cJp1 . au0 cJp1] "'---- zCX.pl + ---- ---- +---- . 
ia.u0 - iro ia.u0 - iro iJy cJy cJz cJz 
Now a single equation in terms of pressure can be found by substituting the above equations for u1, v1, 
and w 1 into the continuity equation, 
-a.2R P1 + ia.R 2 (uoyP1y + U0zP1z) + Ry Ply + R P1yy + Rzplz + R P1u "" O • 
where R = __ -_l __ 
This equation can be simplified to 
( -a.2uo + a.ro) P1 - 2 uoyP1y - 2uozP1z + (uo - : ) P1yy + ( uo - : ) P1u • 
or, written as an eigenvalue problem, 
a2pl auo cJpl cPpl auo cJpl 
+ u -- - 2--- + u -- - 2------
0 iJy 2 cJy cJy o cJz 2 cJz cJz 
= ~( ,J2p1 + a2P1 · _ a.2p1) . 




This is the actual equation solved by the two-dimensional stability code. Once the pressure has been 
solved for, the velocity components can be computed using equations (3.28). 
In order to speed the numerical computations, the inherent symmetry in a rectangular cross-
section can be utilized. The wall bisectors and comer bisector are lines of symmetry in a square duct 
with an aspect ratio of 1.0. These lines divide the cross-section into eight equivalent octants. Therefore, 
all possible modes can be determined throughout the duct by solving for only one octant, and 
constructing the other seven octants by assuming odd or even symmetry about each of the bisectors. 
4. Results 
4.1 Mean laminar now 
The mean laminar flow profiles for four different aspect ratios are shown below. The boundary 
conditions require the velocity along the walls to be zero, and the maximum nondimensional velocity 
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Fig. 3. Velocity contour plot for an aspect ratio of 1.0. 
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Fig. 6. Velocity contour plot for an aspect ratio of 0.5. 
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4.2 One-dimensional bisector stability 
The next step was to analyze the mean flow along one-dimensional bisectors. This was done first 
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Fig. 7. Velocity along the horizontal wall 
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Fig. 8. Velocity along the vertical wall 
bisector for an aspect ratio of 0.5. 
1.00 
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Next, the mean flow along the comer bisector was examined for the same aspect ratio of 0.5, and 
for a range of aspect ratio, A. The results are shown below. 
1.00 
0.00 ____ _._ __ ........ _____ ........... _ ...... 
0.00 0.25 0.50 0.75 
Nonclimensional distance, s 
Fig. 9. Velocity along the corner 
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Fig. 10. Velocity along the corner 
bisector for varying aspect ratio. 
1.00 
The laminar flow profiles contain two inflection points along the comer bisector, while the 
horizontal and vertical bisectors were approximately parabolic. As the Reynolds number was increased, 
the horizontal and vertical wall bisector profiles became wider. The comer bisector profile inflection 
points were. also present for all aspect ratios investigated. In contrast, a one-dimeusi.onal profile along 
the diameter of a circular duct would contain no inflection points, and thus no inherent inflectional 
instability. 
· The one-dimensional stability analysis examined Reynolds numbers varying from 1000 to 9500, 
and ex from approximately 0.3 to 1.6, depending on the size of the imaginary component of the growth 
rate eigenvalue. . For an aspect ratio of LO, the freque11cy of the disturbance, ror, is plotted versus 
Reynolds number and a in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12, respectively. The real component of the eigenvalues 
increased with increasing <i, but decreased with increasing Reynolds number. Fig, 13 actually contains 
three curves of ror versus ex. for Reynolds numbers of 3000, 5000, and 6000, however the daia'pnints for 
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Fig. 11. Frequency vs. Reynolds number 
for the one-dimensional stability analysis 
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(X 
Fig. 12. Frequency vs. a for the 
one-dimensional stability analysis 
with an aspect ratio of 1.0. 
The growth rate of the disturbance is determined by the size of ID.- From equation (3.12), if w 
= wr + iID., then the term which characterizes the growth rate is 
Ce -i<ro, + iro,)1 = Ce -iro'.r e ro,1 , (3.32) 
where C is a constant. Thµs, for positive ro., the perturbation will grow exponentially in time. The 







0 2500 5000 7500 
Re 
Fig. 13. Growth rate vs. Reynolds number 
for the one-dimensional stability analysis 
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0.00 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00 1.25 1.50 
a 
Fig. 14. Growth rate vs. a for the 
one-dimensional stability analysis 
with an aspect ratio of 1.0. 
For a given Reynolds number, the growth rate remained positive across most of the range 
covered, with a maximum growth rate of approximately 0.0675 at an a of 0.90. Increasing the Reynolds 
number raised the growth rate curve at low values of a, however, the maximum growth rate remained 
the same. 
The next four figures are for the same values plotted for an aspect ratio of 0.5. 
s~ 
a 
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Fig. 15. Frequency vs. Reynolds number 
for the one-dimensional stability analysis 
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Fig. 17. Growth rate vs. Reynolds number 
for the one-dimensional stabillty analysis 

















Fig. 16. Frequency vs. 0: for the 
one-dimensional stability analysis 
with an aspect ratio of 0.5. 
1.50 
0.000 .._ _ _.__ ......... ______ ...___......_ _ __.___, 
0.00 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00 1.25 1.50 
a 
Fig. 18. Growth rate vs. 0: for the 
one-dimensional stability analysis 
with an aspect ratio of 0.5. 
The maximum growth rate for this aspect ratio was approximately 0.0739 at an a of 1.1. 
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Finally, the next four figures are plots with an aspect ratio of 0.3125. This value was chosen 
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Fig. 19. Frequency vs. Reynolds number 
for the one-dimensional stability analysis 
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Fig. 21. Growth rate vs. Reynolds number 
for the one-dimensional stability analysis 
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Fig. 20. Frequency vs. a for the 
one-dimensional stability analysis 
with an aspect ratio of 0.3125. 
0.000 ....... _......, _____ ...._~ ........ ~ ....... --...... -
0.00 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00 1.25 1.50 
a 
Fig. 22. Growth rate vs. a for the 
one-dimensional stability analysis 
with an aspect ratio of 0.3125. 
The maximum growth rate was approximately 0.0646 at an ex of 1.15. 
4.3 Two-dimensional bisector stability 
Equation (3.31) was solved for two cases. The first case assumed an ex of 0.2, odd symmetry 
about the wall bisector, and odd symmetry about the comer bisector. The second case assumed an ex of 
0.2, odd symmetry about the wall bisector, and even symmetry about the comer bisector. For the first 
case, the solution for the real component of the pressure eigenvector is shown in Fig. 23, while the 
imaginary component is shown in Fig. 24. The real and imaginary components for the second case are 
shown in Fig. 25 and Fig. 26, respectively. There were 37 Gauss-Lobatto data points in each direction, 
and the Fortran code was run in global, then local mode. 
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Levelp, 
F 0.874842 
N E 0.749865 
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Fig. 23. Real component of pressure 
for the two-dimensional odd/odd symmetry 
with an aspect ratio of 1.0. 
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Fig. 25. Real component of pressure 
for the two-dimensional odd/even symmetry 
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Fig. 24. Imaginary component of pressure 
for the two-dimensional odd/odd symmetry 
with an aspect ratio of 1.0. 
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Fig. 26. Imaginary component of pressure 
for the two-dimensional odd/ev~n symmetry 
with an aspect ratio of 1.0. 
5. Conclusions 
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Since two inflection points were present in the corner bisector profile for all Reynolds numbers 
and aspect ratios investigated, there was a strong possibility of inflectional instability. This was 
confirmed by the plots of growth rate versus o: and Reynolds number. Within a range of o:, positive 
growth rates existed, indicating unstable modes of disturbance under the conditions that were previously 
assumed. The results indicate that an increase in the Reynolds number results in a decrease in the 
stability of the flow, as expected. In general, the frequency of the disturbance remained the same for 
all three aspect ratios investigated. The frequency decreased as the Reynolds number increa~ed, and 
increased as ex, increased. 
The growth rate changed greatly with aspect ratio. For an o: of 0.5, the critical Reynolds number 
increased as the aspect ratio decreased .. This would suggest that the square duct with an aspect ratio of 
-- ---------------------------
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1.0 is less stable than the narrow duct with an aspect ratio of 0.3125. The growth rate curves shifted 
to a higher a range as the aspect ratio decreased. The maximum growth rate was highest for an aspect 
ratio of 0.5, with lower values for the other two aspect ratios. However, the amount of decrease in the 
growth rate was greater as the aspect ratio decreased, which suggests that the smaller aspect ratio would 
have a higher critical Reynolds number across the entire range of a. In future work, it is recommended 
that more tests be run using lower Reynolds numbers, until a critical Reynolds number can be found 
which, for a given aspect ratio, results in stability, producing a negative growth rate for any value of a. 
There was no indication of a significant change in stability at the aspect ratio of 0.3125, although 
Tatsumi and Yoshimura (1990) found this value to be a critical aspect ratio. Since this part of the 
analysis is only a ·simplified one-dimensional model of the problem, the discrepancy is most likely a 
result of the assumptions made and the difference in models. The critical aspect ratio should be 
investigated in the full two-dimensional model. 
The two-dimensional analysis illustrated the inviscid instability, with a single positive imaginary 
eigenvalue for two cases investigated. The real and imaginary components of the pressure can be 
combined to form the actual pressure field, as well as the three velocity components. Future work may 
focus on determining the range of a which results in instability, as well as examining the effect of the 
aspect ratio on the two-dimensional stability. 
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